Group Winning BISS
Ch Mardel's Wee Willy Wonka ROM
from the front cover...

Group Winning BISS
Ch Mardel's Wee Willy Wonka ROM
(Ch Kinderland Ta Sen By Choice X Ch Mardel's My Girl Lolli Pup)

Willy is pictured celebrating his birthday a little early, by
winning the Greater Detroit Lhasa Apso Club Specialty under Mr Edd
Biven. Thank you for appreciating him. We would also like to thank
you for being a steward of this Breed.

We are proud that Willy is still competitive at 10 1/2 years of
age, but more important is his contribution to the Breed as a pro-
ducer. We wish his kids and Grandkids around the US, Europe, and
South America much success! They're easy to find, they all love to
show as much as he does!

Co-Owned by:
Mary Ann Strysick & Cindy Butsic
414-467-4971 616-754-0376

We feed Science Diet
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Multiple BISS & Multiple Group Winning

Ch Hylan Sho Tru Storm Bird

Judge Mr Charles Meyers
another Group I next day under Mr John Connolly

#1 LHASA - ALL BREED

Owners: Lorraine D Shannon & Kathy Cook
2359 Alhambra St.
Norco CA 91760-1109

Handler: Clay Cody

Breeders: Midge Hylton & Pat Keen
BULLETIN Advertisers
Please take note:

When sending ads into the Bulletin please include return postage stamps.

Thank you,
The management

Special Note:
New Ad Rates

Please check the chart to the right for new ad rates already in effect.

Don’t forget to put your name and the dogs name on the back of the photograph and include return postage.

Thanks,
The management

Please note: new deadlines

NEXT DEADLINE
March 10 for the April/May BULLETIN

Deadlines for future BULLETINS

May 10
July 20
Sept 10
Nov 10
June/July BULLETIN
Aug/Sept BULLETIN
Oct/Nov BULLETIN
Dec/Jan BULLETIN

Please try to make these deadline with your ads.

Any claims or statements of the writers or advertisers in this publication represent their own opinions and are not necessarily those of the editor of the BULLETIN or of the officers and Board of the American Lhasa Apso Club Inc.

ADVERTISING RATES

FRONT PAGE (+ inside 1/2 page) $90.00
(In color front page) *$240.00
BACK PAGE (+ inside 1/4 page) $60.00
(In color back page) *$160.00
FULL PAGE AD WITH ONE PHOTO $40.00
(Includes one screen)
each additional photo on same page $ 5.00
(In color one photo only) *$150.00
FULL PAGE AD (NO PHOTO) $30.00
1/2 PAGE AD (NO PHOTO) $20.00
LITTER BASKET LISTING $ 5.00
BREEDER’S DIRECTORY (6 issues) $15.00
BUSINESS CARD $ 5.00
BUSINESS CARD (6 issues) $20.00

*Color covers ads depend on both front and back covers running in color to give the price quoted. Inside color ad rates depend on 2 ads running. If you are interested in either, please let me know and I will try to coordinate the details

SEND YOUR ADVERTISING TO:
Susan S Giles
2373 Wheatland Drive
Manakin-Sabot VA 23103

LIKE TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE BULLETIN?
We would love to have articles of most any length, type and subject from the membership. If you have something you have written or you have seen somewhere else that you would like to share with everyone please send it to the editor. Please be sure to obtain permission to reprint from the author on any copywrited materials before sending them to the BULLETIN.

The Lhasa Bulletin
Editor: Susan S Giles
Contributors: Esther DeFalcis, article typing
Marianne Nixon, ad layouts
Denise Olejniczak, article editor

LITTER BASKET FORM:

Kennel Name
Name
Address
Phone
Sire
Dam
Date Whelped _________ dogs _______ bitches

BREEDERS DIRECTORY FORM:

Kennel Name
Name
Address
City, State, Zip
Phone
( ) PUPPIES ( ) GROWN DOGS
( ) STUD SERVICE
BAYWATCH

salutes

CH WELLINGTON BAYWATCH SURFS UP (Hobie)

(Hobie seen above winning the Breed under Judge Ed Loebe. Hobie went on the next day to take a Group III.

In addition to Hobie's many outstanding qualities he just loves those dog shows.

BAYWATCH

Owner/Handlers: Don & Margie Evans  2206 Carriage Run West  Conroe TX 77384  409-321-4668

Co-owners and Breeders: Wellington Paul & Lois Voight  13745 Wellinton Crescent  Burnsville MN 55337

Hobie sparkles for Science Diet
Behind the Champions

CH MARLO'S HERE WE GO AGAIN
Breeders Lynn Lowy & Kathy Burnett
Owners Lynn Lowy & Sally Silva

San Jo's Sakes Alive
BIS CH SAN JO WAFFLE STOMPER ROM
AM CAN CH SAN JO'S THE WEATHER BEATER
CH SAN JO'S TABATHA ROM

“Dudley”
BIS CAN AM CH SAN JO'S SHINDIG ROM
CH SAN JO'S SASHO HOME UP ROM
BIS CH SAN JO'S SUSSEL BUSSEL ROM
CH MARLO MEL-O-DEE
CH MARLO'S FILM FLAM MAN
CH MARLO'S I LOVE LUCY ROM
Mario Cleopatra

CH KINDERLAND TA SEN WATCH ME NOW
Bred & Owned by Susan S Giles and Ellen Lonigro
Owned by Victor Cohen, Susan Giles & Ellen Lonigro

AM/CAN CH MISTI'S PLAY IT AGAIN SAM
CH RUFKINS JUMPIN JACK ROM
CH RUFFWAY PATRA TASHI TU ROM
BIS CH RUFKINS RUDOLPH VALENTIO ROM
CH RUFFWAY MASHALA CHU ROM
CH TIJANS RUFFWAY PRUDENCE ROM
CH RUFFWAY TASHI ROM

“Watch”
Misti Acres Sailor
BIS AM CAN CH MISTIS PLAY IT AGAIN SAM ROM
CH MISTIS SHESA LADI
CH KINDERLAND TA SEN SHADES OTARA ROM
CH KINDERLAND'S TA SEN DAKINI ROM
Kinderland's Ta Sen Isol Rom
CH KINDERLAND'S CHOKS SENECA

“William”
BIS INT CH SAKURAS SUNSHINE ROM
CH RUFFWAY TRADEMARK ROM
CH NORTH WIND'S NICOMAH
Joslyn's Kizzy Wuz ROM
CH NORTHWIND-MARDEL PANCHAN TY
CH KINDERLAND'S TA SEN BY CHOICE
Mardel-Northwind-Panchan
CH MARDEL'S MY GIRL LOLU PUP

“Hannah”
CH ORLANE'S INTREPID
CH DUTCH INT CH SAXONSPRING CASCAD
Orlanes's Lightline
Claudia v.d. Warwinckel
DUTCH LUX CH DOLSA MARLO MATADOR
Vita v.d. Warwinckel
INT CH NO-STHRA V.D. WARWINCKEL

CH HANDSOME HANNAH V D WARWINCKEL
Bred by Annie Schneider-Louter
Owned by Lynn Lowy & Annie Schneider-Louter

Changall
DUTCH INT CH RAMATSCHE E'RODO-RJE
PANSCHEN-LAMA
DUTCH CH SHAGGY WONDER V'THANKA
DUTCH CH KAM. CLOH-VIS v.d. WARWINCKEL
DUTCH LUX CH DOLSA MARLO MATADOR
DUTCH CH SINGH-SONG'H v.d. WARWINCKEL
INT CH KAMMMP.KITTY v.d. LANCELOT

“Bear”
BIS WINDSONG'S GUSTO OF INSSBROOK
CH HALE ALI DRAGONSAYER
CH HALE ALI KOPONO
CH SOLITUDE MYSTIQUE OF TARA HUFF
CH CLAY'S TOQUO OF TARA HUFF
Solitude's Maraudin Marigold
Haji's Soliloquy of Vernel

continued on page 14
FROM THE PUPPY CLASS -- AGAIN!!

Thank you Dr Robert Smith

Owners: Carol Bird and Dennis Kounzner

Breeders/Co-owners: Drs. Sandy and Randy Barker
Lacie Ridge
Rt 1 Box 559C Doswell VA 23407
804-227-3286

Barker Uhasa Apsos®
Rusty relies Science Diet
Dear ALAC Member:

The holidays have passed and spring is somewhere around the corner. I was hoping that I could report to you on the Board meeting scheduled for this Saturday, but was advised that the BULLETIN deadline is Friday, so I'll have to wait until the next message for that.

There are two items that I want to briefly address. One is the Board minutes for last July. It is my understanding that the individual who took the minutes has not sent them to our Secretary in either rough draft or final copy. I believe the Secretary has requested them, but has not received them. She can do NO more than that.

The second item is more sensitive. It deals with the AKC suspension of two former ALAC Presidents. A few months ago I received a letter from a local specialty club requesting ALAC to contact AKC in her behalf. I did not contact AKC but did, if you recall, mention the letter from the local club in my President's message. At the time, I had heard off the record that another former ALAC President was under investigation. It was later that I saw it published in the GAZETTE. I was not contacted by any local club or ALAC member to write AKC in her behalf and therefore, did not mention it in my President's message. I personally do not believe that ALAC should become involved with AKC regarding these suspensions, unless we know all the facts that surround these charges or are requested by AKC for information or opinion.

The reason that the issues of the July minutes and the AKC suspensions are mentioned in this message is that I received a letter from an ALAC member who was distressed that I had not done more in behalf of one former ALAC President and wanted the July minutes made available. The member also felt as though the same people are chosen for the ALAC Board and Committees. Any person can run for the Board if he or she desires. Also, I would love to hear from any person interested in serving on an ALAC Committee. We need more enthusiastic and energetic people to participate. Please contact me if you are interested.

Until next time.....

Steve Campbell
A Star is Born
for 1993 at

NuSeng Lhasa Apsos

NADINE

NuSeng's Honey is That You!

This feisty little girl will be making her debut in the ring come 1993.

Bred/Owned/Loved & Handled by:
Fran Strayer
15090 E. Florida Ave., Aurora, CO 80012
303-750-3167
Nadine loves her Science Diet
The following names are those that have not renewed their membership in ALAC. This will be the last Bulletin you will receive, if your name appears below in error please contact treasurer:

Carolyn Herbel
Rt 1 Box 500
Putnam OK 73659

Jeanette Abbeglen
Janice M Abitz
Kathy & George Anderson
Winyfred Ariland
AC & Mrs AC Batter
Marie A Belluscio
Bill & Shirrley Benedict
Sandra Bennett
Jan & Douglas Bernards
Karen Berson
Margaret Jean Bethe
Stanley & Jaqueline S Billios
Katherine B Bird
Irene Bishop
Isabel & Michael Black
Joan Bouman
Inge Boulanger
Melinda Boyer
Greg & Marion Brake
Charie & Dennis Brimberry
Renate M Bruck
John Burleson Jr
Herbert & Helen Burpee
Jan Canada
Katherine & Clarence Carlson
Todd & Natalia Chambers
Donna & Jerry Clark
Holly Cole
Lorraine R Cole
Micael Conley
Kathy Cook
Jane A Cooper
Theresa Carrao
Rita Coltrell
Linda & Keith Cowen
Linda Crabill
Steven P Cunningham
Diana M Dakin
Pat Davis
Valerie Degrave
Sandra Ann Dellano
Saundra H Devlin
Donald & Jane Ditzer
Millie E Donlin
Mr & Mrs Greg Dupont
Leslie DuShane
Eddie & Betty Edwards
Ellen & Cliff Elliot
CE & Louise Fahlgren
Ski & Len Faulkner
Lois Fellows
Ronnie Ellen Fischler
Patricia Fitzton
Sarah Fitzgerald
John F Flynn
Louise P Fry
Jooyce Garman
Gabrielle Grower
Kay & Bobby Hales
Patricia L Havis
Brenda Putman-Higgins
John Hollis
Carol Hoyle
Ann Hurst
Elizabeth Hutchins
Helen & George Ingel
Robert & Barbara Ingram
Diane Jackson
Rita Jackson
Linda Jarrett
Sara Kautz
Dr Larry & Sue Keeley
Stephane & Carol Kodos
Dorthry Kramer
Mary Ellen Kruger
Sandra Kuebler
Susan & Cirilo Lopez
Pattie Lotus
Jackie Love
Shelly Lovell
Carol & Jim Mainar
Carherine & James Marley
Deanna Maxwell
James & Brenda McCauley
Darby McSorley
Marjorie Meffard
Christiania Meschke
Ariene Miller
Kathy A Miller
Linda Mitchell
Kenneth & Mary Myers
Judy Nadler
Edwin & Marianne Nixon
Laverne "Sam" Oberg
Peggy O'Neal
Chery Parker
Deborah Powell
Eugene & Patricia Portwine
Mary Powell
Patricia Powell
Rosemary & John Putman
Jo Quintenz
Barbara Ratledge
Shirley & Howard Ray
Joann Redwine
Eeva Resko
Marilyn B Ricciotti
Robert Richardson
Charlotte Rickett
Lenore Rosselet
Virginia D Samplawski
Elaine Scharf
Miltford & Ariene Scheeler
Dorothy Schottgen
George Scully
Candace Senterman
Douglas & Barbara Seward
Elizabeth W Simpson
R Emery & Mary Lee Smiser
Charles & Barbara Steel
Pete & Debbie Steele
Earlene Stone
Ralph
Doyle Stowe
Debbie Sunday
Ralph & Veronica Sweet
Raymond & Linda Sumpter
Seymour & Carole Thaler
Charles R & Carol Thomasson
Janice Tilley
Paul & Sandy Topor
Pam Trammell
Graham Maxwell Treacey
Leslie Valentich
Carol Valentine
Richard D Valentini
Gayle von Keyserling
Richard & Barbara Voss
Mary Ann Walsh
Barbara Walworth
William Eugene Warren
Fran Wesley
Ruth Ellen Wilkinson
Raena Wilks
Gregory A Williams
Robert & Rosie Young
Myma Young
Rebecca Ziegenhorn
Merlin is shown following in his mother's pawprints by earning Puppy Group II at the Oriental Breeds International Match in October (his mother did it two years before). Now just one year old, Merlin has 5 points and several RWDs. He loves to show and it shows!

Merlin's Breeder/Owner/Handler:

Echo J Rummell
DRAKCHA LHASA APSOS
45 Big Creek Road
Dover PA 17315
717-266-7413

Merlin makes Science Diet disappear
"Rufus" and family were truly on "top of the world: after his first win under Margorie Doane, and the major and BOS over specials (pictured) under Frank Overstar as a young puppy!

"Rufus" and Shellinor are also very proud of his 1/2 sister . . . . .

SHELLINOR
LHASA APSOS
since 1969

Norma T Perna
11820 Gainsborough Road, Potomac MD 20854  301-299-6262

Rufus raises the roof for Science Diet
"Pebbles" shown winning BOW and BOS under Ronald Rella with previous points 3 weeks earlier under Paula Hartinger.

***Shellnor is not new. We've been breeding on a limited basis for 24 years with temperament and type always our goal. After 17 years away from the show ring . . . we're back.

We're grateful to all who have helped us . . . and continue to help us along the way!

SHELLINOR
LHASA APSOS
since 1969

Norma T Perna
11820 Gainsborough Road, Potomac MD 20854  301-299-6262

Pebbles begs for Science Diet.
AKC, SKC, CH SRC  HARD MADE TO ORDER  
Bred & Owned by Sherry Owens

Everglo Marmalade  
CH EVERGLO KUSU  
Everglo Ara  
BIS BISS AM CAN CH ARKAY TSURO THE ENERGIZER  
CH EVERGLO ARDAY PAPER LION  
AM CAN CH ARKAY LAI-DEH JANE ROM  
Joymarc's Lai-Dieh Kai of Arkay

"Hardy"

Ko Ching's Kahuna of Oyli Po  
Ko Ching's Hui Kioi Ho To  
Ko Ching's Mioshi Ho To  
SRO's Ko Ching Pi jazz  
Fiber's Tapi Tsering  
Ko Ching's Tadi WuKe Tu  
CH KO CHING'S YUMIKO OF PO TU

AM CAN CH DESIDERATA RED ROVER  
Bred & Owned by Arlene Miller

CH ORLANE SCIROCCO  
CH SHO TRU HYLAN TAKM BY STORM  
SHO TRU KISS MA GRITS  
A/C CH SAN JO RUMORS FLYING  
BIS/BISS CH SAN JO'S SHINDIG, ROM  
CH. SAN JO WELLINGTON ROSE PARADE  
CH WELLINGTON SAN JO TOKYO ROSE, ROM

"RED ROVER"  
CH. SAN JO SHENANIGAN, ROM, CD  
BIS/BISS CH. SAN JO'S SHINDIG, ROM  
CH SAN JO'S TABATHA, ROM  
CH DESIDERATA YOKO  
A/C CH SAMAR OF ABBOTSFORD  
CH DESIDERATA MATA HARI  
CH DESIDERATA DOCHEN LA

continued on page 32

ASTARTE KENNELS  
All Breed Handler

Randolph S. Arand  
319-626-3094

PO Box 301  
Iowa City, Iowa 52245

Kelly & Chris  
Roper  
Professional Dog Handling

419-726-0604  
3384 Otto Street  
Toledo, Ohio 43608

Quality Bred ShihTzu  
Ch. Studs - Exotic Birds

Fanci Lhasa Apsos  
Quality Puppies  
Champion Stud Service  
Lynn Barrett- Van Rheenen

305 East First  
Pella IA 50219  
515-628-9040

Tisha Since 1977  
R.O.M.

PAT & FRED  
DIEBALL

2304 KOPER DRIVE  
STERLING HEIGHTS, MICHIGAN 48310  
(313) 979-6749

(303) 973-3600  
Mary Schroeder

(303) 674-3297  
Debby Rothman

8391 London Lane - Conifer, CO 80433
FOR SALE

Ch. Art-Est Dr. Laurence Lesser
(Ch. Art-Est Genteel Gizmo, ROM ex Ch. Kinderland TaSen Nite Satin, ROM)

We must make room for others, therefore, we offer Dr. Lesser for sale at a very reasonable price to the right show home. (We may also have others available that may enhance your breeding program.) Call for details.
ALAC NATIONAL SPECIALTY
1993 Schedule of Events
Hosted by the National Capital Lhasa Apso Club, Inc

Tentative Schedule of Events

July 3 Saturday
- NCAALAC Sweepstakes
  Judge - Ms Ida Watts
- NCAALAC Regional Specialty
  Judge - Mr Stephen G C Campbell
- Junior Showmanship Dog Classes

July 4 Sunday
- NCAALAC Regional Specialty cont.
  Bitch Classes
  Non-regular Classes
  Intersex
- Awards banquet, Games

July 5 Monday
- ALAC Obedience Trial
  Judge -
  ALAC Region I Futurity
  Judge - Carmen Spears
  Junior Showmanship
  All Dog Classes
  Wine & Cheese Party
- ALAC Annual Meeting

July 6 Tuesday
- ALAC National Specialty
  Judge - Mrs Ann Rogers Clark
  Junior Showmanship
  All Dog Classes
  Wine & Cheese Party
- ALAC Annual Meeting

July 7 Wednesday
- ALAC National Specialty cont.
  All Bitch Classes
  All Non-regular Classes
  Hall of Fame
  Intersex
Lori Shan Presents our New Star ★

Hylan Sho Tru Lori Shan Starling
(Chakpori Up To Date x Ch Hylan Orlane Snowbird)

Owner: Lorraine D Shannon
2359 Alhambra St
Norco CA 91760-1109

Handler: Kathy Bilichi

Breeders: Midge Hylton & Pat Keen
Membership Application

THE AMERICAN LHASA APSO CLUB

NAME__________________________________________

STREET_________________________________________

CITY, STATE, ZIP_________________________________

PHONE_________________________________________

OCCUPATION_____________________________________

KENNEL NAME___________________________________

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

thereby apply for membership and agree to abide by the AMERICAN LHASA APSO CLUB constitution and by-laws and the rules of the American Kennel Club if accepted for membership. I am eighteen years or older and in good standing with the American Kennel Club.

Signed ________________________________

Recommended by the following two American Lhasa Apso Club members:

1. _______________________________________

2. _______________________________________

Yearly dues (July 1 to June 30)
Individual: $20
Family: $25 First two persons, additional members are $15 per person. Members must be over 18. Outside the US please add $5

Make checks payable to The American Lhasa Apso Club, Inc.

Mail checks and application to:

JOYCE JOHANSON
126 Kurlene Drive
Macomb IL 61455

ALL SCIENCE DIET ADVERTISERS

Hill's Pet Products rebates are obtained by mailing a copy of your ad to:

Rosalie West
Programs Administrator
PO Box 148
Topeka KS 66601

PAWMARKS COLORED ELASTIC BANDS

Debbie Burke
215-887-1770
317 Mill Road
Oreland PA 19075

DOLORES G. HUTSON
P.O. Box 260 404 New York Ave.
Harrisville, W.Va. 26362
(304) 643-2687

BARBO LHASA APSOS

• Temperament
• Soundness
• Type

Barb & Bob Prenger
(313) 739-8722
8431 Timberline Dr.
Shelby Twp., Mi. 48316
"Chicken" is shown going Best of Breed at the Austin Kennel Club Show. Thank you, Judge Mr Edmund R Sledzik.

Chicken is a lovely red gold bitch with white shawl and chest. She is 10 1/2 inches of sheer energy with a super temperament that makes her a delight to show.

Chicken has a new playmate, Ja-Ma's Yogi Bear, also a red gold boy. He was Winners Dog and Best of Winners at the same show from the Puppy Class.

Owners  Breeders
Barbara Trujillo  Sabrina Harper
1904 Beason  3912 Tryon Rd
• Bryan, TX 77801  • Longview, TX 75601
409-775-8368  903-663-3596

Chicken Loves Frank and
Frank is Exclusively Handled by Chicken
TABU'S CL
CHAMPAGNE DREAMS

SIRE: CH TAI-CHI'S VOUVRAY (ROM eligible)
DAM: TABU'S SPECIAL DELIVERY
STRAIGHT HAMILTON
HEIGHT: 10 3/4"
LENGTH: 15"
PRECENTAGES: 39.5%
WEIGHT: 15 lbs

CHAMPAGNE'S DREAMS ARE COMING TRUE! THANK YOU MRS HELEN LEE JAMES FOR THIS LOVELY WIN FROM THE BRED-BY-EXHIBITOR CLASS.

Nancy & Jim Plunkett - 14290 Greenview Dr, Greencastle, PA 17225 - 717-597-4757

Champagne Dreams about Science Diet
TABU'S CL
PRIME NEWS

THANK YOU MR CHARLES
THOMASSON II FOR YOUR
APPRECIATION OF MIKEY'S
EXCUISITE TYPE AND CORRECT
SIZE. FROM THE BRED-BY
EXHIBITOR CLASS.

Nancy & Jim Plunkett - 14290 Greenview Dr, Greencastle, PA 17225 - 717-597-4757

Mikey snacks on Science Diet
At the Mississippi Coast Kennel Club Show on November 8, 1992, Creole went Best of Breed and Group 4th. A special thank you to judges Mrs. Margaret Young Renihan for the Best of Breed and Mr. Charles H. Meyer for the Group 4th placement.

Creole wants to send congratulations to his daughter Ra-Zi-De Kiss-A-Me Ru-The on her three WB awards from the 6-9 PUPPY class.
(Ch. Ru-The's Kajun Creole Spice x T.Ritz Kiss-A-Me Ginger)

RA-ZI-DE KISS-A-ME RU-THE

"GG" is pictured winning her THIRD BW/BOS at the tender age of 6 months. Special thank you to Judges Keke Kahn (pictured), Frank Oberstar and Margaret Young Renehan for giving her such a wonderful start in her show career.

"GG" congratulates her Dad on his most recent Breed and Group IV.

Owner/Handler:
Ra-Zi-De
Cindy Lewis
19-A Northtorn Road
Jackson, MS 39211
601/977-0182

Breeders:
Ru-The
Ruth Ferachi
Ra-Zi-De
Cindy Lewis
Would you like to know EXACTLY how tall your dog is? How long? Do you know what his length to height percentage is?

COME FIND OUT AT ALAC'S FIRST MEASUREMENT CERTIFICATION CLINIC!!!

WHERE: Dulles Marriot/Wash. DC
WHEN: National Specialty Week
       July 3-7, 1993
FEE: $1.00 per dog

FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT:
Nancy Plunkett, Chair
717-597-4757

Correction . . .

Last month Kinderland Ta Sen Rockefeller appeared as a Champion. This is not the case, in fact the Specialty win was some of his first points, not his finishing points.

Please remember . . .

When you send in a change of address . . .
Please, please send in your new telephone number as well to the Roster Chairman,

Stephen G C Campbell
37 Greenwood Drive
Freehold NJ 07728
Multi BIS/BISS Can Am Ch Touch O Golden Bear

Thank you Judge Dorothy Welsh for this exciting win in the fabulous Sky Dome to finish off 1992.

Touch is geared up for 1993 - She’s Ready!

Breeders: Frank & Barbara Trujillo
Handler: Peter M Oley
Owners: Arlene C Oley, Beverly Drake, Frank Trujillo

Seren's Lhasas • Arlene Oley
4249 Telegraph Rd. Cobble Hill British Columbia Canada V0R 1L0
604-743-5724

All Seren’s Lhasas are conditioned with #1 ALL Systems Canine Hair Care Products
Bear is shown finishing 1992 with a Group 4 at the Meri-Miss Kennel Club. Thank you Judge Lynne Harwood.

What a year Bear has given to Bearinger Lhasas. He finished his Championship, was a 1992 ALAC Select at his first ever ALAC National Specialty, has Multiple Breed wins in limited showing as a Special and now a Group Placement. He has done all this being exclusively Owner Handled. In addition he has pointed get in the ring (from the 6-9 Puppy Class) and all before he turned two years old.

Thank you to all the Judges who helped make 1992 "A Great Year".

Bear is owned by Ney & Debbie Greene.
Bred by Marion and LaVonne Brockway and Co-Bred by Frank Trujillo.

Ney & Debbie Greene
16407 Hexham Drive
Spring, Texas 77379
(713) 251-9852

"Bear" continues to enjoy Science Diet.
BEARINGER LHASAS

Presents
"The Portrait of a Family Win"

Ch Marvon’s Red Bearinger “Bear”
Best of Breed

Rob-Lin’s Lord RM Bearinger “Rocky”
Bear’s Son
Winner’s Dog
From the 6-9 Puppy Class

Marvon’s Peggy Sue “Zu Zu”
Bear’s Littermate
Winner’s Bitch, Best of Winners
and Best of Opposite

A memorable day was had at the Meri-Miss Kennel Club.
A special Thank You to Judge Lynne Harwood for this memory.

Science Diet is always on the Menu
NATIONAL CAPITAL AREA LHASA APSO CLUB, INC will host the 1993 National Specialty and Region I Futurity July 4th week
National Judge Mrs Ann Rogers Clark
Obedience Judge - to be announced
Futurity Judge - Carmen Spears
Regional Judge Stephen G C Campbell
Sweepstakes Judge Ida Watts (England)

San Diego County Lhasa Apso Club 2nd Specialty/Obedience Trial and Sweepstakes
Friday, May 21, 1993
Rancho Santa Fe Polo Grounds
Rancho Santa Fe, CA

Judge: Joe C Walton
Obedience Judge: Betty Mae Reagan
Sweepstakes Judge: Andrew G Mills

Entry Fees
$15 First entry
$10 Second entry of the dame dog
$10 Puppy class (6-9 and 9-12 Mons)
$8 Sweepstakes

Show Secretary Barbara Lowe
PO Box 255
Bonita CA 91908

Show Chairman Dale Peterson
619-789-4864

SAME SHOW GROUNDS
Saturday, May 22, 1993 Cabrillo KC Show
Sunday, May 23, 1993 Del Sur KC Show
Show Supt. Jack Bradshaw

Further Information:
Shirley Benedict 619-278-2484
Dale Peterson 619-789-4864

LATEST LIST OF LOCAL LHASA APSO CLUBS AND THEIR CONTACTS
If you have corrections or updates to this list please contact LOCAL CLUB LIAISON CHAIR.

Michael Santora
12525 SW 240 St
Princeton FL 33032
952-258-2240

Cascade L.A.F.
Leslie Ann Engen
11807 243 Avenuene NE
Redmond, WA, 98053

Central Maryland L.A.F.
Beverly Drake
11506 Harford Road
Glen Arm, MD. 21057

Delaware Valley L.A.C.
Debbie Burke
317 Mill Road
Oreland, PA 19075

Greater Detroit L.A.C.
Amy Andrews
18105 KIRKSHIRE
BIRMINGHAM, MI. 48009

Greater Milwaukee L.A.C.
Lynn Replogle
1218 Amsterdam Avenue
Madison, WI. 53716

Greater South L.A.C.
Marion Knowlton
12250 King Circle
Roswell, GA. 30075-

Heart of America L.A.C.
Ron Crowder
4335 West 40th Highway
BLUE SPRINGS, MO. 64015-

L.A.C. of Central Colorado
9531

L.A.C. of Greater Houston

L.A.C. of Greater New York

L.A.C. of Northern California

L.A.C. of Southern California

L.A.C. of Westchester

Merrimac L.A.C.
Evelyn Bigman
1600 Central Avenue
Needham, MA. 02192

N.C.L.A.C.
Clare Billman
7717 Georgetown Pike
McLean, VA. 22101

San Diego County L.A.C.
Shirley Benedict
11202 Promesa Drive
San Diego, CA. 92124-2319

Sooner L.A.C.
Carmen Spears
p.o. Box 756
Clintont, OK. 73601

Twin Cities L.A.C.
Joanne Hays
10381 Mendel Road North
Stillwater, MN. 55082

Willamette Valley L.A.C.
Jan Bruton
5406 SW Woods Court
PORTLAND, OR. 97221-2245
What a Guy! Rocky at the Ripe Old Age of 6 months and 1 day goes Winner's Dog and Best of Winners at the Hot Springs National Park Kennel Club. Thank you Judge Lena Wiseman.

The following weekend he travelled on to Jackson, Mississippi where at the Meri-Miss Kennel Club show he was Winner's Dog under Judge Lynne Harwood. Both of these wins were accomplished from the 6-9 Puppy Class.

Bred by Barbara Trujillo and Linda Robbins.

Owned By:
Lynne Chasin
22706 Spatswood
Katy, Texas 77449
(713) 347-8555

Rocky Demands Science Diet
FUTURITY ALERT!

All litters whelped between Jan 1, 1993 - Sept 30, 1993 are eligible to be nominated for the 1994 Futurities.

As before, litters must be nominated within 90 days of whelp.

PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS IS A SHORT ENTRY YEAR DUE TO THE ROLLOVER TO THE NEW FUTURITY PROGRAM!

QUESTIONS?

Please call any Futurity Chair -

Ann Lanterman - ALAC Futurity Secretary 206-454-7081
Becki Kraus - ALAC Futurity Promotions 313-886-6292
Debbie Burke - ALAC Futurity Host Club Coordinator 215-887-1770

Stay tuned for more details on the 1994 Futurity competitions with new features, more locations and a Grand Futurity runoff at the National.

FUTURITY ALERT!

DON'T BE A POKEY PUPPY!

PLAN ON ATTENDING THE FUTURITIES NOW!

Region I
Hosted by National Capital Lhasa Apso Club
In conjunction with the 1993 National Specialty
Date: July 1, 1993
Judge: Carmen Spears
Super: Moss Bow-Foley
Contact: Susan Giles
(804) 749-4912

Region II
Hosted by the Cascade Lhasa Apso Fanciers of Greater Seattle
In Conjunction with Sammish All Breed Show
Date: Saturday, August 29, 1993
Location: Golden Creek Tennis and Sports Club
15327 140th Pl. NE
Woodinville, Washington
Super.: Brown Dog Shows, Inc.
Judge: Janet Whitman
Contact: Barbara Corbett
(206) 788-7985 (after 5:00 PM Pacific)

Weekend also features the CLAF sweepstakes and Specialty Shows on Saturday August 28, 1993

Region III
Hosted by the Greater Detroit Lhasa Apso Club
In conjunction with the Cenesee Kennel Club Show
Date: Saturday, August 21, 1993
Location: IMA Sports Arena
1501 1peer Street
Flint, Michigan 48502
Super.: Moss Bow-Foley
Judge: Amy Andrews
Contact: Cheryl Jozwick
(313) 478-3894 (after 5:30PM Central)

Region IV
Hosted by Dot Primm, Ron Crowder, Eddie Hutcheson
In Conjunction with the St. Joseph Kennel Club Show
Date: August 27, 1993
Location: St. Joseph Civic Arena
4th and Felix Avenues, St. Joseph, A10
Super: Onofrio
Judge: Julie Elliott
Contact: Ronnie Crowder
(816) 228-2968
Don’t miss Jayhawk KC of Kansas
August 26, 1993
INTRODUCING TWO FANTASTIC PRODUCTS FOR EAR CARE ........

Until now available only to a few select professional handlers and breeders. Formulated by a professional pharmacist/breeder to clear up an ear problem the veterinarians could not clear up.

**WE HAVE FOUND NO EAR PROBLEM THIS WILL NOT CLEAR UP INCLUDING EAR MITES WHEN USED AS DIRECTED.** Used for regular maintenance there are no more ear problems or red ears.

**MEILI MAGIC EAR POWDER - a little goes a long way.....**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/2 oz. starter</td>
<td>$2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 oz.</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 oz.</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 oz.</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Anti-bacterial; anti-fungal; antiseptic powder also dries ears.

**MEILI MAGIC EAR CLEANER -**

8 oz. $5.00

Antiseptic, anti-bacterial, anti-fungal solution (topical)

**USE IN COMBINATION FOR CLEAN HEALTHY EARS ALL THE TIME.**

**100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!!!** (Return remainder for a full refund)

Add postage and handling if shipped.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Additive</th>
<th>Fee</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powder</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>1/2 or 1 oz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>2 or 4 oz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleaner</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
<td>8 oz.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MAXIMUM SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGE $4.00 on individual orders.

Send orders to: **Meili Uhasa Apso**

Lynn & Sue Jamison
801 Linda Lane
Raymore, Mo. 64083
(816) 331-7764

Also available at the shows from: TERRI LYDDON, P.H.A. or The Jamisons
Behind the Champions... continued

CH MI SUNDAY MORNING REP
Bred & Owned by Joan M Buck

CH TABU'S KING OF HEARTS ROM
CH ANBARA'S HOBGOBLIN
CH ANBARA'S ABRA KA-DABRA
CH TAGLHA PARI OF TAO-YIN ROM
CH RIMAR'S RUMPSTILTSKIN ROM
Taghia Lishan of Tao-Yin

"Harvey"
CH TAGLHA PARI OF TAO-YIN ROM
INT AM CAN MEX CH MI SENSATION-L ZEUS
CH MI TAGLHA TAMBU TESSA ROM
Mi Charm'd I'm Sure
CH MI TAGLHA PUCHYI
CH MORGAN'S MI BUBBLEOIOUS
Tashi's J-J Topsi

AM BDA CH MISTI ACRES HELL'S A POPPIN
Bred by Beverly Drake
Owned by Ann Burton

CH KINDERLAND'S TA SEN DAKINI ROM
Mi Acres sailer (ptd)
CH MISTI'S I'VE GOT DA SPIRIT
BIS CH MISTI'S PLAY IT AGAIN SAM ROM***
CH SAKAYA KAMARU
CH MISTI'S SHESA LADI
Shu Shu

"Poppin"
Mi Acres sailer (ptd)
BIS CH MISTI'S PLAY IT AGAIN SAM ROM***
CH MISTI'S SHESA LADI
CH KINDERLAND TA SEN TIGER LILY
CH KINDERLAND'S TA SEN DAKINI ROM
Kinderland's Ta Sen Isis ROM ******
CH KINDERLAND'S CHOKS SENeca

CH ARKAY COPPER TOP
Bred by William & Rebecca Kraus
Owned by William & Rebecca Kraus & Betty L Ingram

Everglow Marmalade
CH EVERGLO KUSU
Everglow Ara
BIS BISS AM CAN CH ARKAY TSURO THE ENERGIZER
CH EVERGLO ARDAY PAPER LION
AM CAN CH ARKAY LAI-DEH JANE ROM
Joymarc's Lai-Dieh Kai of Arkay

"Froggy"
Everglow Marmalade
CH EVERGLO KUSU
Everglow Ara
CH ARKAY CARAMEL KISS
Joymarc's Lai-Dieh Kai of Arkay
CH EVERGLO ARKAY PAPER LION
Everglow Megan

litter basket
LAKOTA LHASAS
Don and Pat Merzlak
44 McKinnish Cove Drive
Asheville, NC 28806 704-254-0100
SIRE: Ch Mockingbird's Dapper Dan
DAM: O'Taka's Hoot 'N Annie
Whelped 12/17/92
1 dog 3 bitches

litter basket
BARBIL'S LHASAS
Barbara S Davis
623 Twin Lakes Rd
Rock Hill, SC 29732 803-366-2239
SIRE: Barbil's Li'l Bha-Khan-Ere
DAM: Ch Barbil's Tao Shanti O'Serenity
Whelped 12/3/92 1 dog 4 bitches
2 reds 3 red/gold

litter basket
KRISSALA
Becky Maag
1660 Twin Drive
Defiance, OH 43572 419-782-3229
SIRE: Ch Kristala's Lu-Lee-Mister
DAM: Lu-Lee's Princess Tiffany (ptd)
Whelped 1/3/93 2 dogs 2 bitches

litter basket
UTOPIA LHASAS
Bill & Lawana LaSeur
PO Box 6355
Edmond OK 73033-6355 405-348-4923
SIRE: Ch Takashi's Peter Pan
DAM: Visions Tabu's Rising Star
Whelped 1/3/93 1 dog 2 bitches
Tobey’s Looking Good! Shown in the Bred-By Class, he took the points in his last three shows in 1992...

2 points - Birmingham under Mrs. Lynwood Walton
1 point - BOW - Augusta under Mr. Clinton Harris
2 points - BOW - Montgomery under Mr. Robert Moore

Many thanks to these judges for recognizing the outstanding qualities in this young, pretty red male. Watch for him this spring....

(We have a beautiful litter of red-golden puppies with black masks, out of Ch. Bahr-B’s Raz-Bear-e Royale x Ch. Hopefull’s Best Hollibear-e - inquires welcomed.)

Bahr-B Lhasas
Loved, Owned, and usually handled by...
Barbara Allendorf
1135 Ralph Road
Atlanta, Georgia 30324
(404) 633-8898

Tobey can’t wait for his Science Diet
IN MEMORIAM

ROXIE HART
11/30/82 - 8/24/92

RAMA EL SHERIFF
12/17/82 - 8/25/92

REMY MARTIN LOUIS XVIII OF SANLO
4/2/89 - 9/2/92

SANLO REMY MARTIN AMBER FAIR
9/30/89 - 12/21/92

SANLO HAD ITS SADDEST YEAR EVER IN 1992 HOPES AND PRAYS IT WILL NEVER SEE ANOTHER LIKE IT.


MICHAEL A. SANTORA AND ALAN J. LOSO
12525 SOUTHWEST 240 STREET
PRINCETON, FLORIDA 33032
OUR GRATITUDE

SANLO, MICHAEL A. SANTORA AND ALAN J. LOSO, EXPRESS THEIR GRATITUDE AND LOVE TO ALL THE KIND AND GENEROUS PEOPLE WHO SHOWED CONCERN, TOOK AN INTEREST, HELPED IN SO MANY WAYS AND SHOWED THEIR LOVE FOR US AND OUR LHASAS.

WE WILL NEVER FORGET THE GENEROSITY OF THE AMERICAN LHASA APSO CLUB, GREATER DETROIT LHASA APSO CLUB, NATIONAL CAPITOL AREA LHASA APSO CLUB, SALLY ANN HELF, NORMAN & CAROLYN HERBEL, PAT KEEN AND SO MANY OTHERS TO NUMEROUS TO MENTION HERE. THANKS TO THEM ALL, WE WERE ABLE TO SEND OUR SIX EIGHT-WEEK OLD PUPPIES TO CALIFORNIA, FOUR OF OUR ADULT LHASAS WHO WERE NOT ADJUSTING TO THE ABOVE 90 DEGREE TEMPERATURES WITH NO ELECTRICITY, HENCE NO AIR CONDITIONING OR WATER TO SOUTH CAROLINA AND, NOT LEAST BY ANY MEASURE, WE WERE ABLE TO REBUILD SANLO.

THE KENNEL NOW HAS WALLS, ROOF, CEILING, ELECTRIC, WATER AIR CONDITIONING, WINDOWS AND DOORS. AND SO, BY THE TIME YOU READ THIS, THE FOLLOWING SURVIVORS

SHOULD BE BACK WITH US: ALREADY BACK WITH US:

BARNEY BEAR CH. MULTI-GROUP WINNING AM & CAN
KACHINA MO CHARLES CURTIS HYLAN SHO TRU THUNDERBIRD
CH. PRINCESS ANISETTE OF SANLO II BISS. CH. HOSHIRA HYLAN SHO TRU BRIE
CH. REMY MARTIN'S SANDIEH OF SANLO CH. SANLO CHIVAS REGAL
CH. SANLO PIPER HEIDSIECK

MICHAEL A. SANTORA AND ALAN J. LOSO
12525 SOUTHWEST 240 STREET
PRINCETON, FLORIDA 33032
Knolwood Lhasas
Marion Knowlton
Telephone: 404-594-9499
12250 King Circle
Roswell, Georgia 30075

CHAMPIONS
AT STUD

PHYLLIS R. MARCY
Box 62, Academy Road
Thetford Hill, VT. 05074
Pl. (802) 785-4558

Ja-Ma Lhasas
Janet and Marv Whitman
9 Aspen Ct. Pomona NY 10970 914-362-3859

LHASA APSOS
Joan & Dick Bauman
1701 S.W. Stuart West Blvd.
Palm City, FL 34990
(407) 597-3883

Krisala Lhasa Apsos
BECKY MAAG
A.L.A.C. Member
1660 Twin Dr.
Defiance, OH 43512
Ph: 419-782-3229

LHASA-APSOS
Joan & Dick Bouman
1701 S. W. Stuart West Blvd.
Palm City, FL 34990
Puppies
Show/Pet
Stud Service

LUV-LEE LHASAS
Puppies
Show/Pet
Stud Service

Lhasas Unlimited
BACK ISSUES AVAILABLE
from 1983-1989
$6 per issue
send request to:
Janet Whitman
9 Aspen Ct.
Pomona NY 10970

MATABA LHASA APSOS
MIKE AND CAROLYN MILAN
11600 STALLION LN.
HOLLY, MI 48442
(313) 634-1717

MATABA LHASA APSOS
MIKE AND CAROLYN MILAN
11600 STALLION LN.
HOLLY, MI 48442
(313) 634-1717

Norman &
Carolyn Herbel
Route 1 Box 50
Putnam, Oklahoma
73659-9734
(405) 661-3299

Puppies Occasionally
Stud Service

Sharbil
BILL & SHARON
RUSSETT
4530 WEST SPRAGUE
PARMA, OHIO 44134
216 845-3661

LINDA M. TACKETT
2320 Malraux Dr.
Vienna, Virginia 22182
Telephone: (703) 560-7713

Ja-Ma Lhasas
Janet and Marv Whitman
9 Aspen Ct. Pomona NY 10970 914-362-3859
Lee Fairleigh did a splendid job of finishing Harvey in five weekends of showing. Many thanks to judges Bev Lehnig, Martha Jane Ablett and Betty Krause who each awarded him a major!

"Harvey" begs for Science Diet"
Chase is shown taking Best of Winners under M M Hoadesssen, for his 1st major. Chase needs one major to finish. Thank you C L for showing our delightful boy.

UTOPIA LHASAS
Bill & Lawana La Sear
PO Box 6355
Edmond OK 73033

Chaser was handled by
C L Ludy

Chaser chases Science Diet
Chase had a 2 day win in Lubbock, TX. Shown above taking Winners Dog under Dorothy O Hutchinson, he was also Winners Dog under judge Robert J Moore. Thank you to both judges.

UTOPIA LHASAS
Bill & Lawana La Seur
PO Box 6355
Edmond OK 73032

Chase loves his Science Diet.
The meeting was called to order at 12:50pm by President Stephen Campbell.

In attendance:

Amy Andrews  Lynette Clooney  Joyce Johanson
Larry Bruton  Victor Cohen  Becki Kraus
Cindy Butsic  Susan Giles  Ray Sledzik
Richard Camacho  Carolyn Herbel  Steve Campbell

Guests:  Nancy Plunkett,  Eleanore Gurosh,  Cherlynn Jozwick

Susan Giles moved and Becki Kraus seconded the Board place a time limit on discussion of each issue or topic. Motion failed.

President's Message (Stephen Campbell). Steve greeted the Board with a salutary prologue and referred to his President's message as printed in the Bulletin. Several Board members commended him on the message content.

Secretary's Report (Amy Andrews). Results of the previous Board's motions by mail. As follows:
1. The National Specialty Show Committee reconsider the date of the National Specialty. Passed.
2. Consideration of the date of the National Specialty be sent back to committee for their recommendation. Passed.
3. Minutes of the general membership meetings and board meetings are to be sent out under separate cover by the secretary to the membership and not included in the Bulletin. Passed.
4. The Secretary shall reply to recent letters of concern received. Passed.
5. No taping of meetings shall be permitted without knowledge or approval of the Board. Passed.
6. Incoming Board of Directors and officers shall receive past minutes and pertinent correspondence for their information. Passed.
7. A banner and tablecloth shall be created by the National Specialty Committee. Passed.
8. The education packet currently being sent out by the education chairman in reply to inquiries shall be provided to the Board. Passed.

Discussion surrounding the results of each motion insured, mostly for clarification for the new Board members. Amy agreed to respond to the letters mentioned in motion #4 but requested that her response be critiqued by the Board (by mail) prior to mailing. Joyce Johanson moved that all recent letters sent to the Board be answered by the Secretary, with assistance from the President, with response copy sent to the Board. Motion passed. Correspondence received was reported. Amy also asked for Board direction regarding the format of the petitions for "Nominations From The Floor" for the annual election of officers. Most contained only signatures, many illegible, not paired with corresponding printed names. When a signature is illegible, it is impossible to confirm a membership status. The Board advised the Secretary to accept such petition(s) but return the petition(s) for clarification of any illegible signature. In the future and at the same time the Nominating committee submits its report, Amy said she would not only include the procedure for submitting nominations (as stated in the by-laws) from the general membership for the election but will also include the form as printed in the Handbook.

Treasurers Report (Carolyn Herbel). Reported a balance of $32,579.79 as of year end including $480.00 Futurity fund, $1,286.18 Trophy Fund and $6,410.00 Yearbook Fund, leaving $24,403.61 in the general fund. Ray Sledzik moved and Richard Camacho seconded that the Board accept Carolyn's report as submitted. Motion passed.

AKC Delegate's Report (Ray Sledzik). Ray reiterated current issues pertinent to his office. Discussion commenced regarding how often and when he should report to the Board. Due to AKC's improved and timely mailing procedure, it was decided to continue to wait for correspondence from AKC regarding

(Continued)
Here's our beautiful "Sunshine", shown here with her handler Carol Smith Rice and judge Carolyn Thomas. "Sunshine" got her singles out of the way quickly and then a major under Roy Pardo. While waiting for another major, Sunshine went with Carol to Canada for the weekend and took three shows to finish that weekend. She went to Long Beach KC and finished with a major under judge Cynthia Sommers. What a girl! "Sunshine" is a dream girl - she is just 10½", has a straight front, exceptional movement, is a perfectly marked parti with black eyes, beautiful pigment and an absolutely perfect mouth with perfect teeth. Sunshine was beautifully handled to her championship by Wally and Carol Smith Rice.

Breeders: Connie Smith and Lynn Lowy
WE LOVE YOU!

Owners: JALYN
Jean Thines
909-737-9338

MARLO
Lynn Lowy
310-859-3930
41
issues at hand. Victor Cohen moved and Joyce seconded that the Delegate's report be accepted as submitted. Motion passed.

Carolyn read a "thank you" note for ALAC support from Michael Santora and Alan Loso whose home and kennel sustained major damage from Hurricane Andrew. Ray moved and Susan seconded that ALAC approve the sending of a check for $500.00 to Mike and Alan for financial support. Motion passed.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

Steve gave his report on committee chairs, those who requested to remain and those who resigned. Joyce moved and Carolyn seconded that the following committee chairs be reappointed:

AKC Gazette, Pat Chenoweth
ALAC Bulletin, Susan Giles
Awards, Eddie Hutchison
By-Laws, Don Evans
Breed Standard, Norman Herbel
Finance, Victor Cohen
Futurity Secretary, Ann Lanterman
Futurity Host Club Coordinator, Debbie Burke
Handbook, Susan Giles
Historian, Becky Johnson
Local Club Liaison, Michael Santora
Membership, Joyce Johanson
Obedience, Brenda Schmelzel
Program, June O'Brien
Yearbook Editor, Amy Andrews
Yearbook Distribution, Dot Primm
Yearbook Sales/Promotion, Richard Camacho

Motion Passed.

Since the Health chair did not respond to Steve's inquiry on continuing to serve, he recommended that the Education chair incorporate Health into her committee. Carolyn moved and Joyce seconded that the Board accept the incorporation of the new Education and Health committee. Motion Passed.

Steve recommended that, with the resignation of its chair, the Board incorporate the Membership Drive committee into the standing Membership committee as Joyce Johanson already does much of its job description. Discussion ensued regarding membership promotion procedure and who should handle it. Richard moved and Larry Bruton seconded that, while a comprehensive description of the membership drive committee is being developed, those responsibilities shall be amended to the membership committee. Motion passed.

Discussion about the validity of the Futurity Promotion Committee commenced. New points were added to the current job description:
1. public (all Lhasa exhibitors) awareness of the Futurity
2. guidance through the new six region format for '94
3. general information regarding all Futurity procedures

Joyce moved and Victor seconded that Becki Kraus continue to serve as Futurity Promotion Committee Chairman. Steve pointed out that, though the three Futurity committees work together, they are all separate committees with distinctly different job descriptions.

In light of Marie Allman's (Logo) and Jenny Drastura's (National Specialty Catalog Advertising) resignations, several resumes were distributed among the Board members to assist in filling the chairmanship vacancies.

Joyce moved and Lynette seconded that Pat Hufnail be invited to serve as Chairman of the Logo committee. Motion passed. Lynette moved and Joyce seconded that Pat Keen be invited to serve as Chair of the National Specialty Catalog Advertising committee. Motion passed.

Susan moved and Becki seconded that the Board accept the following standing Chairmen:

National Specialty Financial Advisor, Carolyn Herbel
Trophies, Naomi Hanson
Lhasa Game, Carolyn Herbel

Motion passed.

COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN REPORTS

AKC Gazette, Pat Chenoweth. Pat's written report was read, stating that the Lhasa column appears in the February, May, August, and November issues of the Gazette. A special feature, "Influential Stud Dogs" (of each breed), will appear in the February 1993 issue. Pat recommended that our breed column feature the top producing stud dog of all time for Lhasa Apsos, Ch. Tibet of Cornwallis ROM***.

Joyce moved and Lynette seconded that the Board accept Pat's recommendation of Ch. Tibet of Cornwallis to be our representative "Influential Stud Dog" to appear in the AKC Gazette. Motion passed.

ALAC Bulletin, Susan Giles. Susan reported a need to increase advertising rates in the Bulletin to cover costs for reports, articles, etc. As of the November-December 1992 issue, the rates will be $40 for full
Here's WILLIE, the sweetest little guy you can imagine. He took all his points but one major before age one year. He then proceeded to take his second major and to finish under judge Lawrence Stanbridge. All this by age 14 months.

WILLIE is a beautiful strawberry blonde with more coat than we know what to do with. He has beautiful black eyes and black pigment. He has a gorgeous mouth, beautiful strong teeth, tight reverse scissors. He is 10 2/3\* tall and a perfect tail set.

WILLIE is Dudley’s first champion kid. His brother Burt is with Bob Prenger in Michigan and is pointed and also beautiful.

WILLIE is handled exclusively by C.L. Ludy. Thanks, C.L.!

WILLIE is FOR SALE
Breeders: Elizabeth Taylor and Lynn Lowy

Owner MARLO Lynn Lowy 310-859-3930
AMERICAN LHASA APSO CLUB BOARD MEETING
September 26, 1992 (Continued)

page with photo, $30 for full page without photo, $5 for litter basket, and $20 for business card. Victor moved and Richard seconded the Board accept Susan's recommendations. Motion passed.

Larry moved and Victor seconded that the minutes from Board meetings and Annual meetings be published in the Bulletin AND be sent to the membership in a separate mailing. Motion passed.

Awards, Eddie Hutcheson. Eddie's written report was discussed. In light of the growing number of awards presented each year, the Board discussed varying the Specialty Week schedule order and the method of presentation at the Awards Banquet. Larry and Eddie have discussed this issue and proposed the use of slides to promote each winner, among other items. They will fine tune their plans and report to the Board at a later date. Eddie was instructed by the Board that he is allowed to handle the reproduction of plaques as needed within his committee and that Board approval was not needed for each situation. The suggestion of a past president's plaque was declined.

By-Laws, Don Evans. Discussion to take place under OLD BUSINESS.

Breed Standard, Norman Herbel. Progress is still being made on the Guide for publication. A club member has volunteered to do illustrations which will soon be presented to the Committee for approval.

Education (and Health), Lynn Jamison. A questionnaire for information in a book written by Dr. Bonnie Wilcox was answered by the Board at Lynn's request. A review of material Lynn has composed for public information will be conducted by the Board by mail.

Futurity Host Club Coordinator, Debbie Burke. Debbie's written report was discussed. She reports there are four (4) plaques left to cover those needed in 1993. Beginning in 1994, there will be only one Grand Futurity winner per year. Victor offered to consult Marianne Nixon regarding the redesigning of a new Griffling Award plaque for the breeder of the Grand Futurity Winner, to coincide with the heightened prestige of the win. Discussion ensued regarding offering duplicate awards to both breeder and owner or co-breeders as present award is for only the breeder.

Futurity Promotion, Becky Kraus. Previously discussed.

Handbook, Susan Giles. Updated pages of new committee chairs, new forms, new committee job descriptions, and new officer changes will be mailed in the Fall. A new membership roster will be mailed in January.

Historian, Becky Johnson. Nothing new to report.

Local Club Liaison, Michael Santora. No report.


Trophy, Naomi Hanson. Naomi wants to know if all pledges must be paid in advance of ALAC paying the trophy bill or if ALAC will advance the funds at this time. Discussion commenced regarding changing the type of trophy currently offered. An inventory is needed and Steve will see that the Board gets one. Susan moved and Becki seconded that Naomi be requested to investigate alternative trophies for the National Specialty other than Wilton Armetale while, at the same time polling the membership as to their desire of whether or not to change the trophies. Motion passed. Victor moved and Richard seconded that Naomi be requested to look into the cost of ordering only 1993 trophies from Wilton Armetale and report back to the Board. Roll call voted ordered:

Amy ... no Lynette ... no
Joyce ... yes Larry ... yes
Victor ... yes Becki ... yes
Cindy ... yes Susan ... no
Ray ... no Richard ... yes
Carolyn ... yes Steve ... abstain

Motion passed.

By-Laws, Don Evans. Discussion to take place under OLD BUSINESS.

Futurity Promotion, Becky Kraus. Previously discussed.

(Continued)
The black Stephan daughter . . .

Ashley is pictured winning Best of Breed, over a group winning special, for her first major

Mary Schroeder
303/973-3600

8391 London Lane, Conifer, CO 80433

Fleetfire feeds Science Diet

Debby Rothman
303/674-3297
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ROM recipients to be printed in the annual Awards Program. Motion passed.

Program Listing, June O’Brien. Chairman will be revising the current listing.

Yearbook Editor, Amy Andrews. Reports passed out to the Board along with a copy of the Yearbook. Profit to date is $797.58. Cost shall be $25.00.

Yearbook Promotion, Richard Camacho. Chairman will be investigating, with Carolyn’s help, the cost of reprinting the 1976 and 1977 yearbooks.

OLD BUSINESS
Candidate’s Profile, Richard Camacho. Susan will be placing notice of its existence in the Bulletin. She requested the content of the notice summarized by Richard. The profile will also be sent with the notification of nomination to candidates and to those filing petitions from the floor as they are received. Eventually, after publication in the Handbook, this profile can automatically be sent with any nomination from the floor.

Further clarification of the DVLAC petition pertaining to the mailing of the Breed Standard Guide vote was made to new Board members.

Rescue, Joan Kendall. Still need criteria from this committee and results of investigation of the liability question.

NEW BUSINESS
Nominating Committee for 1993-1994 Slate of Officers. By-laws reviewed. Nominating committee was selected: Lynette Clooney (Texas), Chair. Judy O’Dell (California) and Cheryl Jozwick (Michigan). Alternates are: Ronnie Crowder (Missouri) and Joan Dudman (Georgia).

Dog air travel report submitted by Becki and distributed to the Board. The Board requested it be published in the Bulletin.

By-Laws, Don Evans. Several items discussed and noted on the report to be returned to Don. A response is requested by December 1992.

Code of Ethics. Susan moved and Lynette seconded that Cindy Chair and Amy serve on committee to present the board with a Code of Ethics proposal. Motion passed.

1994 ALAC National Specialty Show Committee.
Overview of job descriptions, chairs, and subcommittee chairs:
National Specialty Coordinator and Committee Chairman, Victor Cohen--overseer and coordinator of entire committee, negotiate and solicit show sites, purchase ribbons
Show Chairperson, Jeanne Hope--judge selection process, contact judge, support club coordinator, work in conjunction with financial adviser in contract negotiations.
Catalog Advertising, Pat Keen
Trophy, Naomi Hanson
Financial Adviser, Carolyn Herbel
Lhasa Game, Carolyn Herbel
Obedience Coordinator, Brenda Schmelzel
Guidelines/Manual, Don Hanson
Prepremium brochure/Premium list, Susan Giles
Grand Futurity Competition, Ann Lanterman

Debbie Burke, Becki Kraus
All members of this committee are subject to annual approval. Ray moved and Richard seconded that the Board accept the listed ALAC show committee chair and subcommittee chairs. Motion passed.

The Grand Futurity Runoff Winner will take place at the National, six (6) regional puppy winners and six (6) regional adult winners. Discussion about ALAC offering a National Specialty Sweepstakes since a large Futurity competition will not longer be taking place. Suggestions were also made, in light of the increased number of regions, to rescind the standing rule that Futurity judges are not allowed to judge for three (3) years following an assignment.

Specialty week schedule laid out:
July 3 NCLAC, Sweeps, WD, Jr. & Showmanship
July 4 NCLAC, Bitch, Non-Reg, Intersex, Awards Banquet & Games
July 5 Obedience Trails, Futurity & Board Meeting
July 7 ALAC WB, BOB, Hall of Fame and Intersex.

ALAC declines any implied endorsement for any commercial advertising in the Bulletin. Larry moved and Amy seconded that the Board direct the Bulletin Editor to identify any ad which looks like editorial content as "Paid Advertisement". Roll call vote requested:

(Continued)
Joy Proudly Presents Our Seventh Obedience Lhasa

(Ch. Mario Something Special x Ch. Mario Unexpected Pleasure)

Joy Marlo Mercedes, C.D.

Mercedes took only 6 months from her first day of training to gain her third leg and her CD. She is now putting the final touches on her Open training before entering Open A.

Owner/Trainer:
Deanna Maxwell
28204 Watson Road
Ramolandal, CA 92258

Breeders:
Lynn Lowy
Deanna Maxwell
909/928-4266

Flash! Our secret #8 Champion Lhasa is ready to start his Obedience career!
AMERICAN LHASAPSO CLUB BOARD MEETING
September 26, 1992 (Continued)

Amy  yes  Lynette  yes
Joyce  yes  Larry  yes
Victor  yes  Becki  yes
Cindy  yes  Susan  no
Ray  no  Richard  yes
Carolyn yes  Steve  abstain

Motion passed.

Futurity Secretary, Ann Lanterman. Report reviewed and referred to the National Specialty Show Committee. Steve noted that Ann will continue to work on futurity rule changes effective 1994.

Measurement Certification Program, Nancy Plunkett. The Board reviewed the proposal submitted by Nancy. She was present to answer questions from the Board. Amy moved and Lynette seconded that the Board accept the Measurement Certification Program and activate the panel at the 1993 National Specialty on a trial basis. Nancy Plunkett will Chair and coordinate the committee. Motion passed.

Next Board meeting. Susan moved and Larry seconded that the next Board meeting be held the weekend of the Empire Specialty in February 1993. Motion passed.

Ray moved and Larry seconded that ALAC reimburse Marianne Nixon $185.00 for x-rays lost by Joan Kendall for use by the Breed Standard committee. Motion passed.

1993 National Specialty Show superintendent bids were compared. Cindy moved and Amy seconded that the committee look into MBF matching Rau’s offer and that the committee further negotiate as needed. Motion passed.

Larry recommended that the Board be proactive regarding member information on all ALAC related matters as well as the 1994 Specialty format. Bulletin columns written by the Board members were advised.

Meeting was adjourned at 1:07am September 27, 1992.

SECRETARY’S REPORT

Though you all have received them in the mail, this issue contains minutes from the September Board meeting. If you have any comments or questions, please contact any of the Board members. I also wanted to inform you of the motions-by-mail voted on by the previous Board:

January 19, 1992
 Please read the following enclosures put forth by the Breed Standard Committee Chairman and respond as to whether or not you wish the proposal be printed in the Bulletin. 8 yes, 5 no

February 20, 92
Carolyn Herbel moved and Amy Andrews seconded that the Board accept the [proposed] questionnaires to Ann Lanterman, Stephen Campbell, and the persons whose names are on the [Delaware Valley Lhasa Apso Club] petition. Futher, the Secretary shall mail the questionnaires to the appropriate people, receive their responses within a thirty (30) day deadline, and tally the answers, submitting the original questionnaires and a final report to the Board. 9 yes

April 10, 92
Jean Fergus moved and Brenda Schmelzel seconded that the Bulletin handle complaints directly, without going through the Board, by contacting the advertiser to notify them of the nature of the complaint and asking for a written correction or explanation to the ad, which will be published in the following issue. A notice should be published in the next Bulletin explaining the procedure. 7 yes, 4 no

April 10, 92
It has been moved by Jean Fergus and seconded by Amy Andrews that the following amendment be added to the above motion:
  1. The Bulletin will publish a retraction from an advertiser who has erred or falsified an ad but will not be responsible for or obligated to the publication of verification of truth from an advertiser who has had a complaint filed against them.
  2. ONLY WRITTEN COMPLAINTS will result in action by the Bulleting Complaints Supervisor.
  3. The internal complaints procedure is applicable to the Bulletin ONLY--NOT any other breed magazine, all breed magazine, or catalog advertising, etc. Complaints of false advertising in other publications MUST be handled by the Board through the By-laws. 12 yes, 1 no, 1 abstain

April 29, 92
Amy Andrews moved and Brenda Schmelzel seconded that, due to cost and in light of the easy availability of the AKC Gazette listing of title-eariners,

continued on page 62 . . .
American and Canadian

**Ch. Desiderata Red Rover**

*Am/Can Ch San Jo Rumors Flying x Can Ch Desiderata Volo*

Pictured winning the LHASA APSO CANADA Specialty in Vancouver under Australian judge Valerie Williams, Red Rover has enjoyed his first year as a Special in Canada, winning three Group 1’s and several placements in top-ranking competition.

Red Rover completed his American title with a 4 point major under Ray Sledzik, a 5 point major under Leslie Rogers, another 4 pointer under Mrs. Walton, BOB under Dr. Sam Draper, and BW under A. Davison. We thank you all.

**Breeder/Owner:**

Desiderata Lhasa Apso

Arlene Miller

604/929-3570

Rover runs on Science Diet
I have had occasion in the last month to listen to an interview done by Dog Talk Editor Ric Routledge with Ms. Priscilla Benkin, of Parker, Colorado. A member of the American Dog Owners Association, and long time Corgi exhibitor, Ms. Benkin became involved in animal safety issues in 1974. Since then, she has, at her own expense, become one of the dog worlds' experts in animal airline safety issues. She regularly attends airline meetings as a stockholder and calls upon the social conscious of the companies leaders to strengthen regulations relative to animals in flight. She is currently involved in testing various types of crates for airline use.

I found the tape interview so shocking and enlightening that I purchased the transcript of the tape, and ultimately, called Ms. Benkin. What I have learned has forever changed the way I will travel with my Lhasa Apsos. I feel so fortunate that in our years of specialing Casper and the Energizer that we were spared the horrific loss and guilt that comes with the needless death of a beloved pet and valuable show dog. I hope that this information will be passed on to Lhasa fanciers, and indeed, all your dog friends who travel the airlines for shows, breeding, etc. I have gleaned the following points from the transcript and my conversation with Priscilla.

Every year, animals die while traveling on our airlines. These cats and dogs, etc. run the gamut from family pets, top winning show dogs, to animals in transit from commercial breeders to pet stores, etc. Who can forget the magnificent Pug, Westminster BIS winner, Ch. Dandy's Favorite Woodchuck? Chucky's glorious career ended by suffocation on a runway in Florida.

It is estimated that for every reported animal death, numerous additional deaths go unreported. Northwest, for example, currently allows stations to settle claims of $500.00 or less automatically. Many people simply take the money and never report the incident. 1990 saw the greatest number of reported deaths in history; 97.
CH. MOKINGBIRD'S DAPPER DAN

Dan is now retired and is standing at stud here at Mockingbird. (See page 110 new ALAC Yearbook.) He has litters born in November and December out of pointed and champion dams. Show prospects available to serious exhibitors.
Chauni completed her title in grand style with both her major wins acquired at regional specialties.

Bred and Owned By:

Hugh and Holly Cole

Don and Naomi Hanson

Chauni dreams of Science Diet!
Ch. Zhantor Cappuccino
(Ch. San Jo Victory High NRG x Ch. Zhantor Amelia Bedelia)

- Group Winning
- Best In Specialty Winning
- Looking forward to a rewarding 1993!

Bred and Owned By:
Zhantor Lhasa Apsos
Don and Naomi Hanson

Cino craves his Science Diet!

Watch for Chino in the Northwest with Leslie Engen or Owner Don Hanson
Our Rising Light

OSAJ's Princess Aurora

In her last circuit as a puppy, Princess received two points going Best of Opposite under Judge Carolyn Herbel at the Greater Emporia Kennel Club show in Salina Kansas. Thank you Carolyn.

Breeder/Owner/Handler
Don and Sammy Jo Golemon

Princess begins every day with Science Diet
OSAJ's Princess Aurora

Princess starts out right as an adult by winning Best Opposite to her sire's Best of Breed at the Muskogee Kennel Club Show under Judge Georgia Buttram. Thanks Mrs. Buttram for liking our little family.

Breeder/Owner/Handler
Don and Sammy Jo Golemon

All the family gets Science Diet

OSAJ Kennels
Bartlesville, OK
(Ch. Tabu's on the Road of Pandan x Ch. Tabu's a Partikin)

Tabu's CL El Capitan

Cappy is especially proud of his first born as he goes Best of Breed to his daughter's Best Opposite under Judge Georgia Buttram in Muskogee, OK. Thanks again, Georgia.

Owner/Handler  
Don and Sammy Jo Golemon  
OSaj Kennels  
Bartlesville, OK

Breeder:  
Mr. & Mrs. Norman Herbel  
Mr. & Mrs. Max Spears

Daddy Cap devours Science Diet
Look'n Better All The Time

We are particularly pleased with the way our boy is looking as Judge Michele Billings gives him Winners Dog at the Canadian Valley Kennel Club Show in Oklahoma City. Thank you Mrs. Billings for picking Cappy.

Tabu's CL El Capitan

We're looking good on Science Diet!

Owner/Handler
Don and Sammy Jo Golemon
OSAJ Kennels
Bartlesville, OK

Breeder:
Mr. & Mrs. Norman Herbel
Mr. & Mrs. Max Spears
Putnam, OK

WINNERS
CANADIAN VALLEY KENNEL CLUB 1992
PHOTO BY PETULIGA
Congratulates 1992 Top Winners
and New Champions at Home

CH. HYLAN SHO TRU
SNOW UPDATE
- Grand Futurity Winner
- Group Winner

We feed Science Diet
Congratulates 1992 Top Winners

NUMBER ONE
LHASA
IN AMERICA
BISS
CH. HYLAN
SHO TRU
STORMBIRD
Lorraine Shannon
and Kathy Cook

NUMBER ONE
LHASA
IN CANADA
BIS/BISS
CH. HYLAN
SHO TRU
HEARTBREAKER
Neil Graves,
Owner/Handler

IN NEW ZEALAND:
BIS/BISS CH. SHO TRU HYLAN NAMASTE TOP GUN
Gillian Marks, Owner/Handler

IN ARGENTINA:
BIS/BISS CH. HYLAN SHO TRU SOAR WITH EAGLES
Mimi de la Torre

IN ITALY:
INT. CH. SHO TRU HYLAN SUGAR BABY
Stefano Palantino, Owner/Handler

IN AMERICA:
BEST IN SPECIALTY SHOW WINNERS, 1992:
CH. HYLAN SHO TRU STORM BIRD
CH. HYLAN HOSHIRA BRIE
M. Santora, A. Loso
CH. HYLAN SHO TRU HEARTBREAKER
CH. CHARMAR KRISNA KISSIN BANDIT
W. Harper, D. Peterson

We feed all our winners Science Diet
Ms. Benkin believes that the number was probably over twice that many. One of that year’s casualties was the #3 Cairn Terrier who died on a United flight after being exhibited at Montgomery. He was placed in an airless cargo pit in the back of the plane. On September 18, 1991, 3 Samoyeds suffocated on the runway in Philadelphia, after a 2 hour delay. They were discovered in their crates upon arrival at their National Specialty in Denver. Two other Samoyeds survived. More recently, the National Specialty Best of Breed Bulldog died while enroute from the ultimate dream. Within the last week, 62 puppies enroute to a dealer were found dead upon arrival of a TWA flight.

Why are these animals dying? The vast majority of animal airline deaths are caused by suffocation and extreme temperatures in the cargo holds while sitting on the ground prior to takeoff during warm weather. Overloading (more than one dog, etc.) the hold under these conditions greatly increases the chance of tragedy. I was shocked to discover that the vast majority of aircraft we commonly travel on, the Boeing 727, 737, and MD80’s have absolutely no ventilation in the cargo holds. This is indicative of all single aisle planes. These planes all utilize a “Class D” cargo hold that is sealed for fire protection. Only the DC-10, 757 and multiple aisle planes (LT-11, 747’s) have air circulation in at least one cargo hold.

What does this mean for your Lhasa who is leaving Miami on a hot day at 5:00PM with 10 planes ahead of you? First, the tarmac and your plane, is soaking up the heat as it sits at the terminal, is being loaded and then sits on the runway waiting for takeoff. Although animals are typically loaded last, the only air that is in the cargo hold when those doors are shut is what was outside - hot air. If the front cargo hold is carrying several dogs, they all must share what hot air is in the hold. If, as often happens, the cargo hold is overcrowded with more dogs than usual (your friends and dogs are all on the same flight) the threat is now even greater. The greatest threat to our animals is to then taxi to the runway and sit when outdoor temperatures are high. The longer they wait, the hotter it becomes, and the animals eventually suffocate from lack of oxygen. I was amazed to discover that the reason that animals are placed in the front cargo hold is that as the plane reaches cruising altitude, the cargo doors seals begin to leak and the animals may then get a bit of air into the hold!

What can we do to protect our dogs? Priscilla asks that above all else put your Lhasas first.

1. If you can fly on a larger plane, i.e. 747, L011, (multi-aisle) do it! Schedule departing plane flights early in the morning (i.e. 7:00-8:00AM.) This takes advantage of the coolest temperatures of the day. If you can’t force yourself out of bed, then stay over a day till you can! Your dog’s life may depend on you giving up a couple hours of beauty sleep. If you must fly later in the day, do not fly between 4:30-7:30PM. These are an airport’s busiest hours, the greatest delays in flights, misplaced dogs, and long waits on the runway. Wait till 9:30 or 10:00 PM, relax, and wait for cooler temperatures and less air traffic.

Continued.......

Continued....

Continued...
Congratulates 1992 Top Winners

CH. SHO TRU
HYLAN
HOLLY GO LITELY

(BISS Ch. Sho Tru Hylan Tak'M By Storm
x Ch. Hylan Orlane Snowbird, ROM)

CH. HYLANTOHLYLAN
SHO TRU
GOLDEN GIRL

(BISS Ch. Sho Tru Hylan Tak'M By Storm
x Ch. Hylan Orlane Snowbird, ROM)

BEST PUPPY
ALAC
NATIONAL
FUTURITY

CH. HOSHIRA
HYLAN
PURE PZ AZZ

(BISS/BISS Ch. Hylan Sho Tru Heartbreaker
x Ch. Hoshira Hylan Sho Tru Fedora)

We feed Science Diet

MIDGE HYLTON
PAT KEEN
3910 E. Morse Road
Lodi, CA 95240
209/369-4388

HYLAN
SHO TRU
ROM
Lhasa
Apsos
2. Try to avoid changing planes, especially during the warm months. The threat of mishandling grows with each flight. It is far safer to fly into a major airport and rent a car and drive several hours to the show site than to transfer at a busy airport onto a smaller plane with overcrowded cargo holds. Dogs are safer in larger airports and larger planes.

3. Don’t fly with your friends. As previously stated, overcrowding the cargo hold with animals in hot weather is one of the leading causes of death. While you are busy talking with your friends, your dogs are sharing limited oxygen. It is far safer to make your meeting point a major airport, then rent a van and drive to the show site with your friends.

4. Always use white plastic crates when flying your dogs. They are far cooler than metal crates, and even colored plastic ones. Secure the front door with bungee cords so that if the door accidentally pops open, the dog will not be able to escape. Dogs have survived airplane trips only to escape at the airport and be killed in traffic.

5. Make your crate stand out. Label your crate with VALUABLE SHOW DOG - THIS SIDE UP, with directional arrows. (Note - As of August 14, 1991, airlines require you to supply feeding and watering instructions, and either 2 dishes or one divided dish.) We also put on extra tags with our name and address. MAKE SURE THAT THE CORRECT DESTINATION TAGS ARE ON YOUR DOGS CRATE BEFORE BOARDING THE PLANE!

6. BE ALERT. Watch for the loading and unloading of your dog. Tip the crews if you think it will help. Make them aware that this is a valuable animal. Airlines are forbidden to take-off and are often forced to sit on the runway for hours because the destination point is experiencing a storm, etc. If it is warm and you incur such a delay (or mechanical problem, etc.) don’t sit idly by. Demand that the plane return to the gate, or that a ground crew immediately open the cargo doors, remove the animals, etc. Time is critical, and it is your responsibility to look out for your dog! Do not take no for an answer! Although the attendants are well meaning, do not take their word that your animal is resting in comfort. Be an educated flyer, and let them know you know what you are talking about!

7. Obviously, if you have a choice, don’t fly with your dogs in hot weather. American Airlines is leading the way in refusing to fly a dog if the temperature at departure is 85 degrees or above. Priscilla strongly encourages all parent clubs to hold their Sweepstakes, Futurities, and Nationals at more temperate times of the year. The optimum safe time for air travel to, for instance, a national specialty is April or October. National
CH. CAIRNGORM'S SUGARBEAR - "SUZIE"

(Suzie was finished in 4 shows undefeated, with 2 majors and a Group 3rd.

She was bred to Ch. Sharbil One Man Show with puppies due March 3, 1993.

Owner:
Bill and Sharon Russett
4530 W. Sprague
Parma, OH 44134

Breeder:
Nick & Joann Furillo

We feed Science Diet
specialties have a higher percentage of fly-in dogs per show than any other dog event in the country, with the possible exception of westminster or santa barbara. young, inexperienced, excitable dogs brought in for futurities, sweeps, etc. are more apt to be nervous during flight and becoming more stressed by heat and the unfamiliar surroundings. in an overloaded cargo hold, their nervous panting and increased oxygen intake can contribute to an already dangerous environment. this obviously increases the threat to the dog. ms. benkin and i feel strongly about this issue. i welcome the board's feedback, pro and con. i believe that modifying our club calendar is justified when the result is to protect those charges we have been chosen to protect. it is rare that a board has the opportunity to take decisive action by approaching the membership on an issue that would serve not us, but the dog. i personally feel that we as a board would be making a tremendous contribution to our breed (and an example to others) by being a part of such an action.

thank you for your consideration,

becki kraus
alac board of directors

cc: alac board members, officers

secretary's report
(continued)

alac discontinue subscribing to the akc monthly listing of breed title-earners. 10 yes, 1 no

may 20, 92
brenda schmelzel moved and amy andrews seconded that, due to the concerns of the general membership, rather than have a grand futurity competition in conjunction with the national, the futurity system stay as is has been established the last few years. 6 yes, 7 no, 1 abstain

results of the motions-by-mail conducted by the current board are listed in your copy of the september 92 board meeting minutes. be sure to read your copy thoroughly!

i wish the method of turning out the minutes could be shortened. it takes me about ten to fourteen days to go through my notes (some looke like arabic, especially in the eleventh hour!) and churn out the rough draft. copies are sent to the board members on a thirty day deadline. as each corrected draft comes in, i record the changes and prepare the next draft to send to the board, on another thirty day approval. occasionally, these final drafts also contain additional corrections. any conflicting information must be clarified during these ten weeks. finally, once everything gets approved; printed and stapled; the stamp fee requisitioned; the latest membership label disc asked for, received, and printed; the pages folded; the envelopes stuffed and stamped and labeled and mailed, another three weeks has passed. sorry about the time delay but we're doing our best!

dues are now past due!!! if you have missed renewal, be sure to contact the treasurer, carolyn herbel, immediately for instructions!

after a very wet fall, we in michigan have just had our first significant snowfall -- seven inches of snow over ice! fun, fun! as the post-christmas show season starts to pick up, i wish all of you a safe late winter-early spring.

amy
**Hylan Sho Tru Firebird**

(Int. Ch. Chakpori's Up To Date x Ch. Hylan Orlane Snowbird, ROM)

"Firebird" is the 1992 Region II Grand Futurity Winner, shown by Pat Keen under Judge Ron Crowder. Firebird is shown above with his new owner/handler going BOB from the classes under Breeder/Judge Roy Stenmark. Thank you Ron Crowder and Roy Stenmark for admiring Firebird's beautiful movement, and thank you Pat Keen and Midge Hylton for allowing me to have such a great young dog.

Keith Kort
7215 E. Dewan Avenue
Mesa, AZ 85208
602/985-1340

**Breeders:**
Hylan - Midge Hylton
Sho Tru - Pat Keen

*Keke's Lhasas*
ANNOUNCES THE ARRIVAL OF
Four golden dogs whelped December 2, 1992

...
ANNOUNCE THE ARRIVAL OF THEIR FIRST GRAND "DOGS"

Five bitches (2 blacks, 3 golds) whelped November 29, 1992

Can Ch. Ocon Joymarc Daredevil
A/C Ch. Sharil Patent Pending
Everglow Macy Mary
Ch. Dan-Ba Sharil Natural High
Ch. Joymarc's Boyd Midnight Frost
Joymarc's Dan-Ba Carnelian
Joymarc's Darlin' Clementine

HU-SON NATURALLY A WINNER "WIN"
Shen's Sishtaka Rei Boe
Ch. Shisedo's Prophecy
Shisedo Rei Bu
Ch. Ja-Ma Doncila's Tatianna
A/C Ch. Kal-La-Sha Rahula of Ja-Ma
Ja-Ma Joyslyn Love Talk
Ja-Ma Joyslyn's Keisha

BIS A/C Ch. Arborhill's Rah Kieh
A/C Ch. Joyslyn's Piece of the Rock
Joyslyn's Mist Buffy
Ch. Joyslyn's Rachmaninoff
Ch. Yal-Slen's Khana
Ch. Sinka's Sirona Khan
Friday's Gift of Gold

JOYSLYN HU-SON SHADOW "SHADOW"
A/C Ch. Joyslyn's Piece of the Rock
Ch. Sunshine's San Miguel
Ch. Tashi Sunshine's Gold Melody
Sunshine's Black Cherry
Tashi Sunshine's High Society
Ch. Sunshine's Marli Stella
Muffin's Megsy

"Shadow" is a full sister of Ch. Joyslyn's Mirage. She went to Canada as a puppy and was admired by judges and spectators alike. "Win" was taken on a long show trip by handler Dennis Kniola at six months of age as an observer; then was shown once enroute back to Ohio. He was RWD (with good competition) ... he'll have refresher training and go for his championship when his turn comes (our "Sparky" goes out soon).

DELORES G. HUTSON
P.O. Box 260
404 New York Avenue
Harrsville, WV 26362
304/643-2687

Science Diet is the food of choice in our family!
CH. TALIMER SON OF A WITCH

Arnie finished in style at Springfield with his second four-point major under Judge Manerol, presented by Carol Strong.

Thank you to the judges who appreciated Arnie on his way to his championship.
SINGH introducing...  
SINGH YOU SINNER TALIMER

Lefty is shown winning Best In Sweepstakes at the Lhasa Apso Club of Greater Detroit Specialty under Judge Bradley Reese. Lefty also won Best In Sweepstakes at the Lhasa Apso Club of Greater Westchester at age six months under Judge Ronnie Ellen Fischler. Thank you to these judges for appreciating our young puppy.

SINGH - Tony Richmond  
216/923-4515  
Co-Breeders:  
Mataba - Carolyn & Michael Milan

TALIMER, ROM  
Terre Mohr  
603/483-0833

Lefty loves Science Diet
Champion Wellington Wyndwood

Marianne

(Ch. San Jo Wellington PhD x Wellington IH I'm No Angel)

A 3 Point Major to finish Annie!

Thank you Judge Mrs. William Lehnig

Watch for Annie, the Texas bitch Special!

Wyndwood Lhasas
Bobby & Kay Hales
Conroe, Texas

Wellington Lhasas
Paul Voigt
Burnsville, MN

Wyndwood feeds Science Diet
CHAMPION WELLINGTON WYNDWOOD
MARIANNE
(Ch. San Jo Wellington PhD x Wellington I.H. I'm No Angel)

• Best of Breed
• Group 1
• From The Classes!

Thank you Judge Roger Pritchard

Wyndwood Lhasas
Bobby & Kay Hales
Conroe, Texas

Wellington Lhasas
Paul Voigt
Burnsville, MN
Champion Stud Service
Puppies

SHUKTI LINGKA
LHASAS
THE HOUSE THAT BLACK BUILT
Kenneth G. & Harriet A. Silverman
27 Brook Road
Marblehead, Mass. 01945
617-631-5196

Becky Johnson
#1 Tiara
Imperial, MO 63052
314-464 DOGS

MEMBER A.L.A.C
O.H.A.

Ruth M. Hatcher
(703) 562-1279
2845 Green Ridge Rd
Roanoke, Va. 24019

Champion Stud Service
Puppies

KALEKO LHASAS
317 Mill Rd.
Oreland, PA 19075

DEBBIE BURKE
215-887-1770
1117 Western Meadows Rd. NW
Albuquerque, NM 87114

Joyslyn’s Lhasa Apsos
• show puppies
• companion puppies
• champion stud service

Sandy Devlin
(505) 898-0813
1117 Western Meadows Rd. NW
Albuquerque, NM 87114
MA-JIK’S LUV BUG

(CH. Ma-Jik’s Mistirie Maker x CH. Ma-Jik’s Sorceress)

THAT’S ME GETTING MY FIRST POINT – THANKS MR. HUSSIN!

"HERBIE"

MA-JIK LHASAS
Diane Selmer 3045 Lincoln, Franklin Park, IL 60131 708-678-7677
Breeder/Owner/Handler

"Herbie" Luvs Science Diet"
CH. Haltbar One of the Good Guys ex Taffy Jordan

Blazer is shown winning Best of Breed over three specials. Thank you Judge Robert Moore for this exciting win! Watch Blazer as he starts his Specials Career with professional handler, Michelle Miller, as this team is a real CROWD PLEASER.

FLASH!! FLASH!!
Blazer wins Best of Breed and a Group II at Skyline KC under Judge Keke Kahn

Blazer shines with Science Diet
Breeder Owner Handler
Angie Jordan
643 Indian Creek Road, Locust Grove, GA 30248
(404) 914-0067
Lucy - Finishes in style!!

CH. KHASA 'S LUCY FUR
(Ch. Misti Acres Kopper Penny x Ch. Kaleko Khasa Katydid)

Winners Bitch for 5 points
at the NCALAC Fall Specialty.
Thanks Mrs. Lynwood Walton for this exciting win.

Breeders/Owners:
Barb & Don Schwartz
PO Box 701
Gwynedd Valley, Pa 19437
215-699-6286

Lucy loves Science Diet!
Lucy -
Specialing with style!!

A prestigious win from a prestigious judge!
Thanks Mr. Stoecker!

Best of Breed
Philadelphia Kennel Club

CH. KHASA 'S LUCY FUR

Breeders/Owners:
Barb & Don Schwartz
PO Box 701
Gwynedd Valley, Pa 19437
215-699-6286

Watch for Lucy in the Specials Ring
with Handler/Friend Carol Nock
GWYNLLYN
Gwynedd Valley, PA 19437
215-628-4436

Lucy loves Science Diet!
American Lhasa Apso Club
Annual Awards Form

AwardApplyingFor: ________________________________

NameofDog: ____________________________________

ActualorPrimaryOwner: ____________________________

Address: ________________________________________

City: ___________________ State: _______ Zip: ______

Co-Owner(s): ____________________________________

PersonApplyingforAward: __________________________

Day Phone: __________________ Evening Phone: _______

Please fill out information that applies to the Award asked for:

A. CHAMPION or OBLIGATION AWARD
   Date Finished __________________ AkC Gazette: Month ______ Year ______

B. Register of Merit SIRE: - (List 5 Champions with AkC Gazette Month & Year)

C. Register of Merit DAM: - (List 3 Champions with AkC Gazette Month & Year)

D. Register of Merit BREEDER: - (List 10 Champions with AkC Gazette Month & Year)

E. Register of Merit OBEDIENCE: - (List 3 Titles Completed with AkC Gazette Month & Year)

F. JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP: - (List 8 wins with AkC Gazette Month & Year)

G. TOP PRODUCER OF THE YEAR: - Sire & Dam (List Champions with AkC Gazette Month & Year)

H. HEROISM: - Include a brief synopsis of event warranting this award

1. Month: _______ Year: ______

2. Month: _______ Year: ______

3. Month: _______ Year: ______

4. Month: _______ Year: ______

5. Month: _______ Year: ______

6. Month: _______ Year: ______

7. Month: _______ Year: ______

8. Month: _______ Year: ______

9. Month: _______ Year: ______

10. Month: _______ Year: ______

11. Month: _______ Year: ______

12. Month: _______ Year: ______

If you are not planning to attend the Awards Banquet at the National Specialty, please send $4.00 to cover mailing of the plaque directly to you.

Duplicate Plaques for co-owners and/or Old Plaques are available at the cost of:

$10.00 for Championship and Obedience Awards
* $12.00 for Register of Merit Awards
** $15.00 for Special Awards

Old plaques are available at the prices to the left.

Please make all checks payable to ALAC
Arkay is proud to announce two new Champion kids out of our Mult. BIS/BISS Ch. Arkay Tsuro The Energizer. Both youngsters finished on November 1, 1992, in different areas of the country!

Two New Champions - Same Day!

Nothing Outshowed the Energizers’ .......

The Energizer (5 Am. All-Breed BIS’s, 2 Specialty BIS’s, 41 Group 1’s, 186 BOB’s) remains one of the top breeder-owner handled Lhasas in history. His outstanding showmanship and movement has touched each of his children. ‘Ricky’ stands at stud to select bitches. Pedigrees are available upon request.

Arkay Lhasa Apsos
Bill & Becki Kraus
4215 Bishop Road • Detroit MI 48224
313-886-6292
Two new champions - Same Day!

Son!

CH. SRO’s DIE HARD MADE TO ORDER

"CH. SRO’s Die Hard Made to Order made dad proud by taking his second major to finish at Virginia Beach Kennel Club. Hardy was piloted to this win by Greg Strong, who coincidentally finished grandpa Ch. Everglo KuSu ROM several years back! All remaining AKC points as well as a States championship title were earned by breeder-owner-handler Sherry Owens. Hardy is Sherry’s first champion. Hardy finished in less than 10 shows - remarkable considering Sherry could only attend ‘Sunday’ shows in Maryland. We are so proud of you both! It couldn’t have happened to a sweeter team! Hardy’s dam is SRO’s Ko Ching P’ Jazz."

Hardy Is Adored by

Sherry Owens • PO Box 2372 • Eastern Maryland 21601
502-458-7362

"Pending AKC Confirmation"
Two new champions - Same Day!

.......... Daughter!

CH. ARKAY COPPER TOP

*Ch. Arkay Copper Top, our beautiful red Ricky daughter, is shown with breeder-owner handler Bill Kraus taking a 3 point major to finish under Ms. Michelle Billings. Special thanks to you, Ms. Billings for making two dreams come true - Best In Show to the Energizer at Lake Shore KC 4 years ago (pictured on previous page), and now the finishing of his daughter's title. Thank you for your wonderful comments about "the old man" and his daughter! We want to thank all of "Froggie" friends, especially co-owner Betty Ingram, whose belief in our girl helped carry us through many difficult months. Froggie will be relocating to the San Francisco Bay area, where she is looking forward to bringing a touch of the energizer magic to the West. Froggie is the second champion for her dam, Am. Can. Ch. Arkay Caramel Kiss.

Froggie and Hardy join Ch. Arkay Eveready (Freddy) and Ch. Lotus Arkay Orient Express (Speedy) in cheering on Ricky kids Arkay Batteries Included (Sally - 5 pts. (1 major), Arkay Fully Energized (Sam - 3 points, 2 BOB's) and Arkay Palsan's Electra Cuts (Sara - 4 points) to their titles. The kids look forward to making their illustrious father as notable a producer as he was a showman!

Arkay Lhasa Agses
Bill & Becki Kraus
4215 Bishop Road • Detroit MI 48224
313-886-6292

*Pending AKC confirmation
LADELLS LADY ROCKSTAD
(BIS BISS Ch Rufkins Chip Off The Ol Rock ROM X Ch Lori Shan Unforgettable)

BEST PUPPY
Lhasa Apso Club of Northern California Specialty
Judge - Don Evans

BEST IN MATCH
Lhasa Apso Club of Southern California Sanctioned B Match
Judge - Betsy M Prior

Breeders/Owners
LADELL LHASAS

Judy O'Dell & Phil LaBarge • 1386 Dunning Drive • Laguna Beach, CA 92651 • 714-494-8322
Elle loves Science Diet
CH DEL REY'S BABE OF GLORY
(BISS BISS Ch Rufkins Rudolph Valentino ROM X Hale Alii Blaze of Glory ROM)

Thank you Judge Joe Walton, for awarding Molly Best of Breed at Cabrillo KC
And a special loving thanks to our friend, Shirley Benedict, for making it possible
for Molly to be a part of our Lhasa family!!

Breeders
ROBERT & DEBRA DELANEY

Owners
JUDY O'DELL & PHIL LABARGE

Ladell Lhasa • 1386 Dunning Drive • Laguna Beach, CA 92651 • 714-494-8322
Molly loves Science Diet
The Seven Year Itch  
(or Play The Type Tune Again Sam)

by Dr. Quentin N. La Ham

Articles espousing the merits of type occur intermittently but of late there seems to me to be more than the usual number. Whenever I have found these testimonials in my 40 plus years of active involvement in our sport they are usually lopsided promulgated by persons who have great headed and coated dogs with little else to brag about. These persons can be very vociferous tending to think of a dog as ever so pretty but seemingly willing to ignore the fact that to be a good dog pretty is not good enough. The dog should be beautiful and there is a vast difference between the two adjectives.

I became more concerned when I read articles by Frank Sabella either speaking for himself or when reporting to Ann Clark's talk at the first AKC Judges School. Not because of what they say because I admire and respect both, but for what was not said. Based upon what I have read I fear that many who have read these articles may conclude or view type in a very narrow way.

I share the view that the recognition of breed type is essential to breeding and judging dogs. This is basic to understanding any breed and were I developing a curriculum I would entitle this Freshman Course: "Pure Bred Dogs 100". There is so much more to understanding type than the mere recognition of head, eye color, ears and coat. This is not type! That is recognizing the simplest and most obvious of what goes into making a good dog and correct type. Correct structure and correct movement are as important and an integral part of breed type. If that were not the case, why do so many of our better standards unequivocally state "the final test of CONFORMATION is in the movement of the dog." Even the fundamental tenets of type are not absolute. We have infra types in breeds. If that were not true why would we hear statements from breeders and judges alike referring to a particular dog. That's a nice dog but he's not my type! This is unfortunately too common in most breeds or even all breeds but for what it's worth, in general, I think most Terrier breeds we find far less variation among breeders of what constitutes a good dog but don't ask a Terrier handler to praise a competitors dog - that will be a "cold day in Hell". The easy way out is to over emphasize the simpler and obvious meristic characters of a dog rather than getting down to correct structure and movement for that particular breed to determine whether or not it is correct type.

While the cases are legion, I will sight only a few examples of what I mean but before doing so I wish to make reference to an article about "type vs. soundness" that appeared in the AKC Gazette a few issues back which more than any other spurred me to express my views on the subject.

"As I recall the point of the article was the importance of "type" over, in his view, the less important concept of soundness and movement which I believe to be so inter-related as to be inseparable; a basic biological concept states: "structure and function are inseparable."

The story as far as I was able to read it before revulsion set in went something like this: In his neighbors yard there is this dog that he can hardly take his eyes from. In glowing terms he described how well he is put together and what a great mover he is, etc. Reading it one could not help but conjure up visions of the perfect dog, a magnificent canine athlete destined for superstardom. Were I that naive I would have had...
LAKOTA'S ISNA OWACI KIMBERLY

Thanks to Judge Hansen for Isna's WB/BOS placement at the Forsyth show. Isna will be seen in 1993 with her handler, Richard Merzlak. She is small, feminine, elegant bitch who loves the show scene. Her show career will be closely watched for her proud "grandmas", Doris Davis of Kimberly and Dana Read of O'Taka.

Takata Lhasas
Don and Pat Merzlak
44 McKinnish Cove Drive, Asheville NC 28806  704-254-0010
isna dances for Science Diet
my hopes dashed when he next stated that it was too bad he wasn't purebred!

I bow to the rights of the Fourth Estate but I resent the implications of such statements.

If the author of that article read this I hope he will invite me to see his neighbors magnificent dog because being a constant student of canine structure and movement I would welcome the opportunity to observe at first hand this canine wonder. May I be forgiven for being suspect but I think it is a case of artistic license with little basis, if any, in fact. It is statements like this that I deeply resent. It reminds me of those silly unfounded cliches to the effect, "You can find sound dogs at the local pound." Show Me! It will be a rare occurrence indeed. I equally have little regard for flowery gobbley gook that sounds good but say nothing concrete or factual about the animal. For example, "Those indefinable attributes that constitute the essence of the breed." Ours is not a prose game, it is a search for the truth. It is essential that the so called indefinable be defined and romantic ephemeral notions be replaced by realism. If it can't be defined it either does not exist or we admit to our won inability to state something in rational logical terms.

Why regardless to the breed in question do so many judges adopt the position of first pick the type you like and then pick the best mover from among them? I do not hesitate to suggest that in many cases the reverse would be preferable if the best interest of the breed is at stake and it should so be. Why not pick your best movers first, if indeed the final test of conformation is in the movement of the dog, and then find the best types among them? The outcome can be very rewarding.

Now to some cases. Look what happened to the Rough Collie and to a lesser extent the Shetland Sheepdog when head and coat became more important than what is inside the skull and under the coat. This is not just my view. Long standing and highly regarded breeder judges have openly lamented the lack of a significant number of good specimens in our country. Is it good breed type when an animal only looks good but is so poorly structured that he could not, if called upon, perform his historical duties? Too often a truly good dog loses to an inferior one because of a light eye or a less than ideal ear placement. Some of these dark-eyed beauties might well have serious structural genetic defects which can have a detrimental affect upon the breed.

In Boxers, I find two statements often expressed depending upon the year and the particular dog currently being campaigned. If the dog has a good head and far less as good a body, I am reminded that the Boxer is a "head breed". If, by chance, sometime later the handler has a different dog with a less than ideal head the story changes and I am reminded that "it takes more than a head to be a good Boxer!" Fortunately in some the twain does meet but a head on a poor body too often beats a better dog. Herein lies the truth. True type is both. We call it CONFORMATION.

Conformation means to conform to the Breed Standard. In almost the same breath we are told that the stand is open to interpretation. This may well be true but at the same time it is a chink in the armor! I can go along with interpretation up to a point. For example, there are infra types as far as heads are concerned in most breeds so what one considers to be ideal another may be heard to say "that's not my preferred head" or may even go further and state "that's a nice dog but not my type." So it is possible and indeed true that in many breeds, less so as previously stated in most Terriers, where the breeds do not undergo as rapid metamorphosis as in others, that one refer to different types. Were that not so how come in days gone certain kennels were renowned for their specific breed type. Today, just to mention a few that are recognized by the type produced are Julie Gasow for English Springer Spaniels, Pat Craige for Norwegian Elkhound and Sylvia Hammerstrom for Giant & Miniature Schnauzers. They may have their detractors, as most successful persons do, but in all classes they knew and know what they wish to achieve and have devoted much of their energies and resources to attain their goal.

So type to some degree variable and subject to subjective judgment but it seems to me that if Breed Standards have any meaning there are certain inviolates that we have no right as breeders and judges to rationalize.

More often than not judging involves trade offs. This is the basis upon which respected judges interchange the same group of dogs because they rate factors differently in reaching a decision. That is as it should be and one only of several reasons for example why the Performance Evaluation Test (Hands On) has been a failure and waste of money, kept alive to whatever extent only in an attempt to save face. In my
Mike is shown here at 8 months taking the points under George Payton. On the January Florida circuit he will be looking for his majors to complete his championship before his first birthday!

Mike is shown by Deedy Pierce

Marion Knowlton
404/594-9499

Knolwood Lhasas

We feed Science Diet

12250 King Circle
Roswell, GA 30075
The Seven Year Itch (Continued)

...view we do not have the right to solely on movement nor do we have the right to judge solely on heads or other obvious meristic characteristics. I will agree that the latter, in many cases, is more likely to happen. You can bet on it. I like a Sammy smile but I insist that he should be able to pull a sled! Bravo to those among us who recognize greatness in a dog while openly admitting that they would prefer a better head or darker eye, etc., characteristics far easier to correct than for example, to get and maintain a good front. It isn't sufficient to pass a test on a Breed Standard as that alone requires memorization, the important thing is to apply it. Far better in my opinion to make an in depth study of structure and movement as called for and or should be known for the various basic breed types. Is this correct type? Is it right that contrary to what is correct type? Is it right that contrary to what is correct type? Is it right that contrary to what is explicitly stated in the standard of the Soft Coated Wheaten concerning coat that is common place and seemingly unquestioned that they are over-groomed and stylized? Is this the way we ascertain that they have correct coat type? Is it acceptable just because in the last few years some individuals have trimmed Bouviers to look like oversized Kerry Blue Terriers and have done some winning that like so many sheep led to the slaughter great numbers are jumping on the bandwagon and judges tacitly approve? Is it correct type that so many Cairn Terriers and Corgis, in which the standard calls for medium or longer length of back are losing to compact "types" contrary to the standard? In these same breeds as well as in Dachshunds is it "type", contrary to the standard, to be breeding out the characteristics inherent to achondroplastic breeds that helps them to overcome lateral displacement? AKC opened Pandora's Box when they decided to standardize breed standards, so let's rewrite the standard to fit our dogs. After all we change them so regularly maybe it should be a standing order of business to rewrite the standard every decade or so. After all if you can't breed to standard, make the standard fit your breed. Wasn't that done in the first place so why not make it a habit? Is it "type" to see so many German Shepherd Dogs stand and move as though they should be reclassified as Plantigrade?

...Even when parent clubs go to the trouble to write to us as mentioned before or as in the case of Golden Retrievers admonishing us as judges (and I hope breeders) about oversized or at best placing large dogs over the preferred size are we being true to type or are we laying a foundation that will produce undesirable large dogs? Is it correct type to give the nod to a tell tale serious structural fault occasionally seen in many breeds but far too common in very structurally incorrect Boxers and English Setters where we find dogs tracking so wide behind that it should be obvious that something is very wrong? The incidence of this problem is increasing. Surely we don't need a Ph.D. in Genetics to know something is being transmitted. I could give many other examples but this I hope suffices.

...The standard of a breed is in part open to interpretation but there are some absolutes that are not and they should not be passed over with the inexcusable excuse that we have to judge the whole dog. Of course we do but surely that means that when there are expressed size limits as an example and they are not met is this not a deviation of type; if the standard calls for the dog to be square and he is rectangular isn't this contrary to type; if the dog has a structural defect so serious that it and its like are introducing a serious genetic defect into the breed, isn't this a violation against type? Are we so conditioned or uncaring that we ignore the fact that we have an inordinate number of "pigeon toed" fronts and "sickle hocked" rears that it is now of epidemic proportions. Is this good types?

...Surely the necessary structure and inherent ability to endure in any type of working animal must be a major consideration in assessing a dog's type. Albeit mankind has modified canine to satisfy personal tastes but this need not be done at the expense of the raison d'etre of the breed.

...In some persons minds I am labeled as a movement judge. I accept the compliment but over time it has been exaggerated and misinterpreted. I place much emphasis on movement and I wish more judges and breeders would do the same. It is easy to recognize when movement problems become blatantly
Gremlin's a champion

Shown finishing under Judge Clover Allen

CH. LIDRA'S FETCH ME A BONE
(CH. HALTBAR TRIPLETHREAT CHAD X AMRON CHRISTMAS ANGEL)

Gremlin breezed through to his championship with ease, winning in 8 out of 10 shows and finishing with three majors under Judges F. McCoy, A. Treen and D. Rogers. Other judges recognizing his outstanding attributes are P. Hartinger, R. Thomas, A. Kraus, F. Thorton and Clover Allen. Owner handled most of the way, extra thanks to Angie Jordan for her expert handling (when I couldn't be there) and to Barbara Allendorf for grooming and conditioning him so he could get back in the show ring after a few months hiatus.

Gremlin has been bred to Champion producing Art-Est Jn-E of Kamelot owned by Barbara Allendorf. We are anxiously awaiting this nice line-bred litter due at Thanksgiving. (Inquires are welcomed).

A special congratulations to the Holland's and Lidra New Year Smurai born 1-1-92 and already pointed from the puppy class.

Breeder: Ted Douglas
Gremlin is Loved and owned by:

Linda Powell
4539 April Lane
Acworth, Georgia 30101
(404) 975-7514

Gremlin Growls for Science Diet
You've got to know when to hold 'em,
Know when to fold 'em
Know when to stack,
Know when to walk,
You never count your ribbons
When you're standing on the table
There'll be no more counting left,
When THE GAMBLER'S done!

LynnLaine's The Gambler

(BIS Ch. Apache Wardancin' Bear x LynnLaine's Winner Takes All)

Gambler has been taking the Southwest by storm winning BOW at Superstition Kennel Club, Sahuaro State Kennel Club, Canada del Oro Kennel Club, Tucson Kennel Club, Sierra Vista Kennel Club, and Mt. Palomar Kennel Club, as well as WD at Scottsdale Kennel Club. Gambler wishes to congratulate his littermate brother, LynnLaine's Winning Hand, for his win at Kachina Kennel Club as WD and for his RWD at Superstition Kennel Club. These are the only two shows which Handsome has been shown in since National. Gambler also wishes to brag about his littermate sister, LynnLaine's Game of Chance and congratulates her on her recent major. Speaking of majors, Gambler is looking for one to finish his Championship. Thanks to all the judges who have recognized this young dog's potential.

Bred, Owned and Loved By:
Lynn Sabo Chapdelaine
Lynnlaine Lhasas

18422 North 66th Lane
Glendale, AZ 85308
602/439-2876

Exclusively Handled By:
Wade Koistinen
602/966-9629

Lynn Sabo Chapdelaine
Lynnlaine Lhasas

18422 North 66th Lane
Glendale, AZ 85308
602/439-2876

Exclusively Handled By:
Wade Koistinen
602/966-9629
Introduces...

Ch. Takashi
Kaleko's Chili Bean

This lovely red bitch has recently finished her specials career with some extremely prestigious BOBs against strong competition. She is now home in Arizona where she will begin her new career as a mother, having recently been bred to Ch. LynnLaine's Ace In The Hole. Puppies are expected in April and inquiries are welcome. Chili Bean wishes to thank her handler, Lois DeMers, for her expert care and the love she received while staying with Lois. Chili truly is a beautiful, typey and extremely sound bitch and a joy to live with. Thanks Dot and Ron for allowing me to own her.

Bred By: Dot Phmm and Ron Crowder
Owned and Loved By: Lynn Sabo Chapdelaine
Exclusively Handled By: Lynn Sabo Chapdelaine

Lynn Laine Lhasas

LynnLaine Lhasas
602/439-2676
409/21-4628
Misti Acres

There's Something About Sabrina.....

This lovely and lively Sam daughter has 11 points at 10 months of age. She is pictured here going BOW at the Carroll County Kennel Club under judge Frank Wolaniuk. Sabrina needs one major to finish!

Owned, loved, handled by:
Beverly Drake
410-592-6636

Misti Acres Lhasa
11506 Harford Rd.
Glen Arm, Maryland 21057

Sabrina Scintillates for Science Diet!
Misti Acres ROM

Kopper Keeps On Coming!

Like those copper topped batteries, Kopper keeps on coming. He is pictured here going BOB under Judge Jane Kay at Mispillion Kennel Club. He went on to a Group 3 under Mr. High.

Bev and Sam want to congratulate Sam's son, Barker's Delirious, on his Best in Sweeps win and five point major from the puppy class at the NCALAC Specialty!!!!

 Owned, loved, handled by:
Beverly Drake
410-592-6636

Misti Acres Lhasas
11506 Harford Rd.
Glen Arm, Maryland 21057

Kopper keeps on coming for science Diet!
LIKETO GETYOUR BULLETIN EARLIER?

TIRED OF POSTAL DELAYS?
and willing to pay for it?

NOW available
2 day Priority Mail!

Just $20 a year

If you would like your Bulletin mailed by 2 day Priority Mail simply send a check for $20 made out to ALAC to:

Susan S Giles
Bulletin Priority
2373 Wheatland Drive
Manakin-Sabot, VA 23103

The Seven Year Itch (Continued)

obvious but it is far more difficult to diagnose as it insidiously comes creeping in. As they say in the field of medicine it is far better to diagnose the problem before surgery is the only resort. It is not the easiest thing to do. Breeders and judges alike need to develop a far broader concept of type and they can only accomplish this through a clear functional knowledge of structure and movement. Regrettably, since meristic type is not difficult to evaluate whereas correct structure and movement are, they suffer from a bias or pull another way they often don't get a fair shake. I have had more than one judge say to me if you can't make up your mind as a last resort look at movement! A shocking admission of ignorance.

As I go about this country and others and address breeders I usually challenge them about the quality of what they are producing as it relates to their standard. They respond vehemently that in order to win they have to breed what the judges are putting up even when they know it is contrary to the standard. If on the other hand one speaks with judges we get the other side of the coin. "We have to judge what is brought in the ring." So goes the circular argument.

I take the view that in the final analysis both share in the responsibility but ultimately, the care, preservation and advancement of the breed (not to be confused with popularity) is the responsibility of the breeder. They must remain true to their breed vigorously oppose the fads that appear in the guise of type.

While my views may be unpopular with many, I regret to say that a less than correct or great dog can achieve great heights of fame in this country if it is shown by a capable high profile handler and has "megabucks" behind it to bombard the judges and others in the fancy with an advertising budget that many among us would be happy to have as an annual income before taxes and a frequent flyer program that allows for a never ending glory run for the top of the Phillips System! The latter I consider to have been a black day in our sport when it came upon the scene.

Human nature being a fragile thing, is it any wonder that some judges lose sight of the fact that they are expected to judge the dogs on the day and not be intimidated by the dogs paper trail personalities or the various other sometimes less than ethical ways in which dogs are promoted. How else can one explain that a handler can change dogs in a breed and some among us put them up thinking it still the former "big winner" apparently unable to make the distinction. Perhaps this is what is meant about judging the wrong end of the leash.

If I haven't succeeded in turning you off this time more will be coming right from the top of the deck.

(Reprinted from the May 1992 issue of the Canine Chronicle)
Bermuda High...
Am. Bda. Ch Misti Acres Hell's A Poppin

Before winter's hibernation
We needed a vacation
So off to Bermuda we went

The weather was like spring
The shows were quite a fling
And so was Prince Michael of Kent
Poppin racked up quite a score
Bermudian Champion and more....
3 Group 2s and 2 Group 3s
The Middleton Trophy, A week well spent!!!

Poppin is pictured winning Group 2 under Mrs. Beth Cooper from India at the 7th World Congress of Kennel Clubs Show in Hamilton, Bermuda, November, 1992. He was awarded the Middleton Trophy as the Best Dog in the Non-Sporting Group for the Bermuda All Breed Club Shows. The trophy was presented by HRH Prince Michael of Kent. What a week!!!!!

Owned, loved, handled by:
Ann E. Burton
301-530-2123

Bred and loved by:
Beverly Drake
Misti Acres Lhasas
410-592-6636

Poppin told the Prince that he preferred Science Diet above all others!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REC#</th>
<th>Lhasa Name</th>
<th>BOB</th>
<th>BIS</th>
<th>BISS</th>
<th>GP.1</th>
<th>GP.2</th>
<th>GP.3</th>
<th>GP.4</th>
<th>GP.T0</th>
<th>PTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>CH. HYLAN SHOTRU STORM BIRD</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>124</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>CH. RUH-HA’S HOU-CHI KOU</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CH. WHITEHOUSE CHIEF OF STAFF</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>CH. MATABA SINGH IN THE RAIN</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>CH. MARLO SOMETHIN BLACK</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>CH. RUFKINS KATAS FRONT PG NEWS</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>CH. OAKYWIND AFTER DARK</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>CH. KNOLWOOD’S JOSH BY GOSH</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>CH. NORBULINGKA’S SERENDIPITY SAMI</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>CH. RAY’S TWO SOCKS</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>CH. KINDERLAND TA SEN ROCKWELL</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>CH. RUFKINS RUDOLPH VALENTINO</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>CH. T-RITZ JAZZIN FLORA-BANA</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>CH. JARO’S APACHE WARDCANGIN’ BEAR</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>CH. REMARC REBELLION AT NICHOW</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>CH. RUH-HA’S PAO-SHIH</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>CH. ISABEAD OF ASTARTE</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>CH. ZHANTOR CAPPUCCINO</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>CH. ANBARA-RIMER MARY PUPPINS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>CH. LAZY MT BUZZ SAW</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>CH. SHO TRU HYLAN TOP SECRET</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>CH. LADELLS SYNERGY</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>CH. NU SENG’S ALL THAT GLITTERS</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>CH. MARLO SOMETHIN EXTRA</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>CH. TATLI SU CHAR-RU DON’T FENCE ME</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>CH. SAN JO ALL GUSSED UP</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>CH. SAN SEI ON TARGET</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>CH. HOSHIRA HYLAN SHOTRU BRIE</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>CH. MARDEL’S WEE WILLIE WONKA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>CH. SHOTRU HYLAN NAMASTE TOPGUN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>CH. MOJA’S SUNSHINE GLITTER GIRL</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>CH. CHARMA KRISNA KISSIN BANDIT</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>CH. DESIDERATA MISS AMERICAN PVE</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>CH. HYLAN SHOTRU THUNDER-BIRD</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>CH. MATABA’S WANDERER</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>CH. LASANG LOVE ME DO</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>CH. CHAR-RU’S GOT A TIGER TOO</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>KRISALA’S LUV LEES MISTER</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>BARJO SUNTOY LIL PETUNIA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>CH. MISTI AGRES LITTLE BIT O SAM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>CH. ANBARA BRIQUETTE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>CH. PAWPRINTS PARTLY SUNNY</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>CH. TALLMER SHOW OFF</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>CH. KAYLA KALEKO UPSA DAISY</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>CH. HYLAN SHOTRU UPDATE</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>CH. DANREW JA-HA RED PRINCE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>CH. RU-THE'S KAJUN CREOLE SPICE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>CH. HOPE-FUL HANSEM HANSEL</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>CH. TOUCH O'GOLDEN BEAR</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>CH. RAMBUL'S SININGLEY</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>CH. WELLINGTON BAYWATCH SURF'S UP</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compiled from the records of 1992 THE JUDGING FORM

(Copyright publication of Sentinel Consultants Inc. - Ken Troy, President)

The Lhasa Apso standings for 1992 are based on a point system as follows:

- Best In Show: 10 points
- Group 1: 5 points
- Group 2: 4 points
- Group 3: 3 points
- Group 4: 2 points

In the event of point ties, dog with the highest number of Best of Breeds first. After that dogs are listed alphabetically.
Chief doesn't plan to do much “sitting around” in 1993!
Chief and Emily will be on the move ....

(Belmo's Continental X Takashi's red Hot Polka Dot)

Chief salutes Science Diet}

Co-Breeder, Ron Crowder
Whitehouse Special Agent
Emily Snyder, PHA

Breeder/Owner
Robyn White-Lilly
Mt. S Box 233
Pleasant Hill MO 64080
516-322-3209

Whitehouse Special Agent
Emily Snyder, PHA
The Sire - "Spirit"

Spirit wins Group 1 in Oregon

Am & Can* Ch Rufkins Kindred Spirit
(Am & Can Ch Orlane's Scirocco ROM*** X Ch Rufkins Sweetest Taboo ROM**)

Bred, Owned, Conditioned & Handled by Roberta & Nick Lombardi

*pending CKC confirmation

All Rufkins Lhasa Apsos are Conditioned by

Roberta Lombardi
PO Box 1617
Ojai, CA 93023-3038
The Dam - "Sassy"

Ch Del Rey's Ms Sweet and Sassy
(BIS, Multi BISS Ch Rufkins Rudolph Valentino ROM X Hale Alit Blaze of Glory *ROM)

A litter of 5 was whelped on December 20, 1992 3 boys, 2 girls (2 Partis, 3 Golds)

Owner Roberta Lombardi  Co-Owners Bob & Debbie Delaney

* eligible

# 1 All Systems Professional Canine Care Products
How to Tell if You're Obsessed with Dogs

by Chris Halverson

A friend asks you this question: "You're neighbor and your dog are hit by a car. Whom would you run to first?"

"It depends on who's closest," you say.

"That's it," says your friend. "Now I'm sure you're obsessed with dogs."

You may argue that you aren't obsessed with anything, but the doubt lingers. "Am I obsessed with dogs?"

The following quiz may help you answer that question. Keeping in mind that there are degrees of obsession, try to be honest about how dogs dominate your home, your activities and your relationship with people.

Your home and lifestyle

You're obsessed with dogs if...

You own several dogs and wouldn't rule out more even if you haven't had room for them.

Artwork in your home of office features paintings of dogs, figurines of your breed or a photographic history of your dogs' show wins.

Your dog has chewed a major portion of your home's woodwork, rugs, and furniture. After an initial spurt of anger you shrug and say, "Oh, well. What are material possessions?"

Your dog digs craters in your backyard without digging their own graves.

You can live with any carpeting, as long as it hides paw prints and the results of housebreaking lapses.

Your living room floor is strewn with old tennis balls.

Your fanaticism about everyone keeping the toilet seat lowered is only partially due to good manners.

Your choice of van, station wagon or RV depends on its being big enough to hold several dog crates.

Your car has a bumper sticker or license plate that identifies your liking for a particular breed or dogs in general.

Your favorite clothing and jewelry has some sort of dog emblem, drawing or other doggy representation on it.

You have at least one outfit that's color coordinated with your dog.

Finding dog hair on freshly laundered clothes or in other inappropriate places doesn't upset you.

You carry photos of your dogs in your wallet. Photos of other family members, if you carry any at all are at least two years old.

You spend more money on your dogs than on your personal entertainment and clothing.

Nothing is too good for your dogs, but many things aren't good enough.

You offer to pay your child's tuition to veterinary school so that after graduation he or she will give free medical care to your dogs. You won't lose money on this deal.

Your dog(s) sleeps on your bed, under the covers.

(Continued)
Joyslyn’s Lhasa Apsos

Has Puppies!

Our lovely Ch Joyslyn’s Risque is now enjoying motherhood. Her three gold male puppies, sired by Ch Orlane Ja-Ma All the Rage were born Dec. 30 and will soon be ready for homes. If you’re looking for a nice male, give us a call.

Lynn & Joyce Johanson
126 Kurlene Drive
Macomb, IL 61455
309-837-1665

Risky loves Science Diet
How to Tell If You’re Obsessed
Continued

Your activities

You’re obsessed with dogs if...
You refuse to vacation anywhere your dogs can’t go too.
There’s always a dog or two in the back seat of your car when you’re out on errands.
If forced to travel without your dogs you call the boarding kennel owner at least every other day just to check how things are. On long trips, you send postcards to be read to your dogs.
If you must travel extensively, you leave taped messages to be played to your dog. The message begins, “Hi, Scooter! This is Mamma (or Daddy). Do you miss me?”
You’ll watch any TV commercial with a dog in it.
When entering a bookstore, you check what dog books are on the shelves. You already own all the books on your favorite breed, but you never know.
You always make your dogs a birthday cake with candles. And you sing "Happy Birthday."
You worst nightmare involves losing your dog.
When a friend asks, "What’s new?" you talk about your dogs.
You remember to buy dog biscuits and rawhide toys even when you forget the potato chips.
You spend more time, money and effort on your dogs' appearance than you do on your own.
You consider "bitch" a bad word.
Ocean cruises, weddings, graduation parties or any event involving long-term planning must be scheduled around major dog shows and litters of puppies.

You leave parties before other guests so you can go home to feed your dogs or let them out to relieve themselves.
You don’t think it’s abnormal to get up at 4:30 AM on a weekend to drive to a dog show.
You social life centers on dog show weekends.

Interpersonal relationships

You’re obsessed with dogs if...
You can’t understand someone who doesn’t like dogs.
You have some relatives who won’t visit unless you "lock up" your dogs. You don’t see these people very often.
When friends fall short of your expectations, you compare them unfavorably with your dogs’ true-hearted qualities.
When your live-in lover says, "Choose -- it's either those dogs or me," you get out the suitcases.
You would seriously consider having your dog walk down the aisle as a member of your wedding party. After all, she’s your best friend.
If you have a baby, it better not be allergic to dogs.
Your family photo album has more photos of dogs than of humans.
Your teen-agers know they can hurt you by criticizing your dogs.
After your divorce, you demand weekend visitation rights for the dog.
You’ve provided for your dogs in your last will and testament.
All your friends are obsessed with dogs.

(Reprinted from the October 1992 Dog World.)
GOLDEN TU LHASA APSOS

TIBLATERR'S DEE DEE
(Ch. Northwind Mardel Panchan Ty x Ch. Solitude Mystique O'Tara Huff)

Owned By:
Golden Tu Lhasa Apsos
Jan & Dean Graunke
4626 Calumet Avenue
Manitowoc, WI 54220
1-800-424-6126

Co-Owner:
Janie Brewer
Breeders:
Robert and Janie Brewer
This ad for "Fido" is fictitious, but each year, many cases of "dog napping" are reported, usually of high dollar animals. The chances of finding a lost or stolen dog, and especially a valuable racing dog, aren't worth betting on because there's no fool-proof way to mark a dog.

The standard identification method, tattooing an ear won't stop a thief. And unfortunately, some dogs have been found with the tell-tale ear cut off.

Three Kansas State University scientists are looking for genetic signatures as unique as snow flakes that can distinguish one Greyhound from all its relatives. If they succeed, a simple blood sample will be enough to protect the valuable racing dogs, and the technique could be used with other animals.

Deryl Troyer, Joseph Smith and Nathan Gabbert say finding a so-called "DNA fingerprint" for Greyhounds will be difficult: all existing dogs are so closely related to one another that their distinguishing genetic characteristics are few. Essentially, they're all pretty much "cousins" by now.

"Greyhounds have been intensively selected for their speed so that they are superb athletes, "Troyer explained, "but, the genetic diversity within the breed is no longer very high." The veterinary researchers are screening limited regions of the genetic material, called DNA, for any segments that are consistently different for every dog.

"They've received a $38,000 grant from the Kansas Racing Commission to spend the next year evaluating two possible DNA probes for use as "fingerprints."

Troyer, Smith and Gabbert are using oligonucleotides, short, single-stranded DNA sequences made by machine, to search for suitable fingerprints. And they are testing a process called polymerase chain reaction in order to locate very short, tandem repeats in the genetic material termed "microsatellites."

The technique of DNA fingerprinting began in England a few years ago with researcher Alan Jeffries. He discovered that repeating units of DNA were specific to each individual human being. He called those segments "mini-satellites." Because the patterns of DNA fragments that they detect are individual-specific, Jeffries realized they could be used to identify a person, just as fingerprints have done for more than a century.

Since Jeffries' discovery, DNA fingerprints have been used in forensic medicine, as well as to unravel paternity disputes and to identify stolen children years after their disappearance, Troyer explained. He said DNA fingerprinting is based on the statistical odds against two individuals sharing the same genetic marker pattern.

In veterinary medicine, a gene-based system could have several uses.

In veterinary medicine, a gene-based system could have several uses.

- In the case of valuable animals like Greyhounds, it will provide a tool for routine identification
- In endangered species breeding programs, it could tell if two potential mates are closely related, in which event they would not be bred.
- And because genetic markers sometimes are hooked to disease-causing genes, ascertaining a marker would be a powerful screening tool.

If the method is successful at pulling DNA fingerprints, veterinarians could use blood samples to identify the dogs. "But in order to do this, we have to develop ways to make it cost efficient for the dog owners," Troyer said. "That's going to be the biggest challenge because the screenings are quite expensive."

Work by Troyer and Smith is supported by the Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station.

(Reprinted from the September 1992 Canine Chronicle)
Introducing....

**JALYN LADY PENELLOPE'S CAMEO**

"Nellie"

(Ch Cameo's Secret Sauce O'Belair x Cameo's Orphan Annie)

Nellie is shown here starting her show career going Winners Bitch and Best of Opposite. We would like to thank judge Frank Oberstar and handler, Wally Rice.

Nellie is a sweet girl who loves to show. She will be joined in the show ring this Spring by her half brothers and her half sister, Jalyn Simply Adorable, who went Best Junior Puppy at the LACSC "B" Match under judge Besty Prior.

**Owner**

JALYN

Jean Tinnes

3172 Sunset Court

Norco CA 91760

909-737-9338

**Co-owner**

CAMEO

Ken Sharpton

909-986-2988

**Co-breeder**

Bill Dawson
THE AMERICAN LHASA APSO CLUB
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Though life is full of changes,
I would just want everything the way it was,
and that's why saying good-bye is so hard.

We've had too many good times
for me to pretend
that I won't feel your absence -

I'll feel it in more ways
than I want to think about.

But I'll also feel a certain warmth
each time I remember the smiles, the secrets,
and laughter we've shared . . .

I'll always be glad for the closeness we had,
and to have known you, my best friend, rest in peace.

Thanks for your friendship,

William and Sharon Russett
Sharbil
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THE CHILDREN
AND GRANDCHILDREN OF
GROUP WINNING BISS
CH MARDEL'S WEE WILLY WONKA ROM
WISH HIM A VERY
HAPPY 10TH BIRTHDAY
AND OFFER THIS TRIBUTE . . .
Wish Willy a Happy Birthday from his daughters:

Roxy is the dam of:
- Sired by BIS/BISS Ch. Rufkins
- Chip Off The O’I Rock, ROM:
  - Ch. Northwind Mardel California Cooler
  - Ch. Northwind Mardel California Dreamin’
  - Ch. Northwind Mardel Surfer Girl
  - Ch. Northwind Rock Steady
- Sired by Ch. Panchan Northwind Hi Spirits
- Ch. Northwind Rufkins Rockette
- Northwind Sunset Strip (both majors)

CH. NORTHWIND
RAMPAGE, ROM

Sweetpea is the dam of Ch. Northwind Born To Be Wild, finished from the Puppy Class and a multiple sweeps winner. This breeding has been repeated to sire: Ch. Panchan Northwind Hi Spirits. She is for sale or lease.

CH. NORTHWIND
CHANCES ARE

NORTHWIND
Cindy Butsic
616/754-0376

Roxy and Sweetpea are owned by Dee Drake

We feed Science Diet
Happy Birthday dear Willy…

**Sends Birthday wishes to Willy from his daughters:**

**1987 Southern Futurity Best Adult**

Hotsy's the dam of:

- Sired by Ch. Northwind Nicomah, ROM:
  - Ch. Panchan Northwind Hot Tamale
  - Sired by BIS/BISS Ch. Misti Acres Play It Again Sam:
    - Ch. Misti Acres Lil Bit O’Sam
    - Ch. Misti Acres Sugar Is Sweet
    - Ch. Misti Acres Spice Is Nice
    - Misti Acres Sabrina (both majors)
    - Misti Acres Sundancer

**CH. MARDEL NORTHWIND**

HOT STUFF, ROM

**CH. MARDEL NORTHWIND**

HOT STUFF, ROM

**1987 EastIn Grand Futurity Winner**

Chia went to Denmark in whelp to Ch. Northwind Nicomah, ROM.

This breeding produced two Danish Champions for Mona Peterson and Susanne Carlsen, Consett Lhasas

**CH. NORTHWIND MARDEL**

CHIA MOUSE

Hotsy is Co-Owned with
Bev Drake and
Barb Walworth

Chia is Co-Owned with
Mary Ann Strysick

We feed Science Diet
Happy Birthday dear Willy ...

Tiblaterr Lhasa Apsos

CHU WISHES "UNCLE WILLY" HAPPY BIRTHDAY ! !

Breeder Owners: Janie and Robert Brewer, 195 Moats Lane, Bowling Green KY
Co-owner Handler: Cindy Butsic
Tiblaterr Lhasa Apsos

Happy Birthday dear Willy...

(CH NORTHWIND MARDEL PANCHEN TY (Willy's sister) X CH SOLITUDE MYSTIQUE OTARA HUFF)

BISS CH TIBLATERRS TY BREAKERS

Twin Cities Lhasa Apso Club Specialty
Best in Specialty
January 1993 - Thank you judge William Bergum

This was Chu and Cindy's second time out together
and their second specialty win!

Breeder Owners: Janie and Robert Brewer, 195 Moats Lane, Bowling Green KY
Co-owner Handler: Cindy Butsic
Happy Birthday dear Willy . . .

BEST OF WINNERS
MACON KENNEL CLUB
OCTOBER 2007
PHOTO BY BONNIE

(Tiblaterr Lhasa Apsos)

(BISS CH TIBLATERRS TY BREAKERS)

shown winning under judge Michelle Billings
one of his majors to finish

CHU WISHES "UNCLE WILLY" HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!

Breeder Owners: Janie and Robert Brewer, 195 Moats Lane, Bowling Green KY
Co-owner Handler: Cindy Butsic
Happy Birthday dear Willy . . .

(WILLY X CH SOLITUDE MYSTIQUE O'TARA HUFF)

CH TIBLATERR'S SILLY MILLIE
WILLY DAUGHTER

MILLIE WISHES HER FATHER A VERY HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Breeder Owners: Janie and Robert Brewer, 195 Moats Lane, Bowling Green KY
Happy Birthday dear Willy . . .

(Tiblaterr Lhasa Apsos)

Breeder Owners: Janie and Robert Brewer, 195 Moats Lane, Bowling Green KY

TIBLATERRS PRETTY WOMEN

WILLY GRANDDAUGHTER

WISHES GRANDFATHER A VERY HAPPY BIRTHDAY !!!
Happy Birthday dear Willy...

CH. KYMBA-RIMAR'S ROSIE O'GRADY

and the Willy-Rosie kids

Mirar's Motown Madam - Lek Dau Star Spangled Banner - Lek Dau 'Lil Star Thumbalina

☆ Blaze ☆  ☆ Barney ☆  ☆ Tummy ☆

watch for us in the ring!

Send Best Wishes on his 10th Birthday to

CH. MARDEL'S WEE WILLY WONKA

Rosie will be bred this spring to
Ch. Panchan Northwind Hi Spirits
Inquiries welcome

Rosie, Barney, Tummy
Owned By:
Virginia Anderson
7023 Durham Road
Whitehall, MI 49461
616/894-4755

Rosie, Blaze
Owned By:
S.G.C. Campbell
Robert E. Schiank, Jr.
Cindy Butsic

Birthday celebrations call for extra helpings of Science Diet!
1992 AWARDS PRESENTATIONS

We are planning to use a visual record of those champions, obedience titalists, ROM achievers (dams & sires), ROM breeders, etc. There is no charge to have the photo transferred but please enclose $1.00 to cover return postage.

Any type photo will do!

Larry Burton will be putting together the visual presentation. If anyone has not seen Larry’s Magic you will be impressed. We hope to get everyone’s award in the presentation, but can not without your help.

Deadline on visual presentation: April 1, 1993.

All 1992 ALAC Specialty winners: BOB/BOS/WD/WB/SELECTS
Please send photos for the presentation.

The cutoff date for the awards applications is close at hand.
Please submit your applications as soon as possible.
All Awards Forms must be in by May 1st.

Please use the awards form on page 78

Hope your year was a good one!

Purple ribbons with all your wins!

Eddie Hutcheson, Chair
Malton Lhasas

Wishes Willy a Happy 10th Birthday

from

CH. NORTHWIND
MALTON MARGARITA
(Ch. Ruffway Trademark, ROM x Ch. Mardel Northwind Marquaisa, ROM)

Willy and Margie are proud of their three kids born April 1992:

• Malton Northwind Champagne Gold (Jelly)
  RWD to majors and winner of his puppy class at GDLAC and TCLAC Specialties.

• Malton Northwind Sasse Galore
  Winner of the puppy class at GDLAC.
  Best wishes to her new owner Kathy Lindgren.

Jelly and Sasse wish their little sister with Lis Hansen
  in Denmark a successful 1993.

We wish VO well with his new owners in Brazil -
  Am Ch./Brazilian BIS Ch. Malton Mr. VO Man (Willy Grandson).

Ch. Mardel Northwind Lil Miss (Willy daughter) has a new litter sired by
  Ch. Northwind Nicomah, ROM. Inquiries invited.

Marilyn and Anthony Schultz
1302 Tuckahoe Park Drive
Valparaiso, IN 46383
219/462-1030
We feed Science Diet
We invite you to celebrate the 4th in the Nation's Capital

NCALAC Regional Specialty - Saturday & Sunday - July 3 and 4

ALAC National Specialty, Furturity, & Obedience Trial Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday - July 5 - 7

contact Ann Burton for additional details 301-530-2123
MURPHY BIDS ADIEU TO THE SHOW RING TO PURSUE A NEW CAREER. SHE HAS BEEN BRED TO "WILLY".

SINGH: Toni Richmond
2544 Berk St
Cuyahoga Falls 44221
216-923-4515

Very promising male puppy available out of 3/4 Murphy sister to Murphy bred to Ch Orlane's Austin of Lorien.

Co-Owners: Janet Whitman
Terre Mohr

We feed Science Diet
Happy Birthday Willie!

Introducing . . .

CH. TIBLATERR’S THREADS THE BEAR

BIS Ch. Ruffway-Patra Pololing
Ch. Ruffway Trademark, ROM
Ruffway Kusung
Ch. Northwind Niconah
Majesty Joni’s Fitzgerald
Jostyn’s Kizzy Wuz, ROM
Joni’s Princess Benji Blue

Sire: Ch. Northwind-Mardel Panchan Ty
BISS Ch. Maran’s Joshua O’Jen
Ch. Kinderland’s Ta Sen By Choice
Ch. Kinderland’s Ta Sen Avatar
Mardel-Northwind-Panchan
(Litter sister to Ch. Mardel’s Wee Willy Wonka)
Ch. Tiffany’s Won Kai Lee Sen Jen, ROM
Ch. Mardel’s My Girl Lolli Pup
Woodlyn’s Kishu, ROM

Ch. Annie’s Golden Fluff
Ch. Windsong’s Gusto of Innsbrook
Cajon Buffish of Windsong
Ch. Hale Ali Dragonslayer
Ch. Ruffway T’ang Chu, ROM
Ch. Hale Ali Kopono
Ch. Kuchi’s Tara of Wynsippi, ROM

Dam: Ch. Solitude Mystique of Tara Huff
Ch. Gene’s Hi Strider of Elessar’s
Ch. Clay’s Toqua of Tara Huff
Ch. Tara Huff Maapo, ROM
Solitude’s Maraudin Marigold
Ch. Rimmon Allspice
Haji’s Soliloquy of Verneil
Ch. Haji’s Liberated Lady Kl-Su-Lo., ROM

We are pleased to announce the addition of this outstanding young male to the stud force here at Mockingbird. He was bred by Martha and Robert Brewer and is a littermate to their up-and-coming special, Ch Tiblaterr’s Ty-Breaker. He was finished in eleven shows in strong competition with 4 pt. and 5 pt. majors by Jackie Peterson Caudill. He is a moderately sized (10-1/2 in. and 16-1/2 lbs.) compact dog; white with silver tips, full dentition, and tight reverse scissor bite. He has dark pigment and good coat texture. His loving, tail-wagging temperament is the icing on the cake. His first litter is due March 1 out of a champion dam.

Kyle, Cheryl and
Joel Meadows

MOCKINGBIRD HILL FARM
Route 1, Box 367, Leicester, NC 28748-9754
704/683-4140

Threads thrives on Science Diet

Co-Owned by:
Martha Brewer
Happy Birthday dear Willy...

A New CD!

MARDEL'S

CHARLIE LORENZ, CGC, CD

1st Leg  Oshkosh Kennel Club  Score: 186
         September 17, 1990

2nd Leg  Wisconsin Kennel Club  Score: 186
         January 20, 1991

3rd Leg  Fond du Lac Kennel Club  Score: 186-1/2
         April 20, 1991

Safety  Sheboygen Kennel Club  Score: 198-1/2
       Leg  April 28, 1991

High Scoring Lhasa Apso
in Regular Classes

AKC Canine Good Citizen

Owner/Trainer: Anna Lorenz  1229 Triumberger Ct.,
                          Sheboygan, WI 53081
Happy Birthday dear Willy . . .

MARDEL NORTHWIND DIZZY BLOND
(Ch. Mardel Wee Willy Wonka x Mardel's Bratenella)
Major Pointed!

Owned By:
Golden Tu Lhasa Apsos
Jan & Dean Graunke
4626 Calumet Avenue
Manitowoc, WI 54220
1-800-424-6126

Co-Owned and Bred By:
Mary Ann Strysick
Cindy Butsic
Happy Birthday dear Willy...

HAPPY BIRTHDAY WILLY

MARDEL NORTHWIND HOT PANTS
(Ch. Mardel Wee Willy Wonka x Ch. Mardel's Hot Ta Trot)

FROM THE GOLDEN TU GANG

Golden Tu Lhasa Apsos
Jan & Dean Graunke

4626 Calumet Avenue
Manitowoc, WI 54220

1-800-424-6126
If you've ever observed other breeds being judged you quickly learn that the Lhasa Apso is not unlike many other breeds. Virtually all breeds vary in size, coat texture, head type, coarseness of bone and just about any other possible variable. To my knowledge these variations have been around for a long time (I can vouch for 20 years worth). Lhasa breeders have always had preferences and have bred to their ideals. Therefore, it's likely that we will, for example, always have Lhasas who are 9 1/2" at the withers as well as Lhasas who are 13" at the withers. Some of our top winning dogs were at the top end of the standard (height wise) while others were at the bottom end. Some of our top winning dogs weighed 20 pounds. Some had short muzzles, and some had long muzzles. All of them were great show dogs and earned their place in Lhasa history. By and large, all great dogs of any breed possess sound structure and that intangible "show" attitude.

It might be my imagination, but over the last few years, I have observed what appears to be growing numbers of poorly structured representatives of our breed in the conformation ring. This year's crop of top Lhasas has produced only one all breed BIS. Fewer Lhasas are really "scoring" in the Group ring than in the past. Maybe it's just an off year for the Lhasa, but perhaps it's simply that the winning combination of sound structure, breed type and show dog attitude aren't coming together as they did in the past. While we seem to be at war over type and various breed characteristics, there's little talk being generated about improving overall structure. Realistically, in competition past the breed level, judges are more likely to be impressed by soundness and a good show attitude. This is where the Lhasa seems to be falling short.

Breeders must be concerned about producing sound (both physically and mentally) specimens of any breed in addition to producing dogs with the important breed characteristics. While our best might be in the show ring, it's important to breed sound pet quality Lhasas as well. Temperament alone is an ongoing problem that we need to address. At a recent benched show, virtually every pet person that stopped by to ask questions brought up a concern about temperament.

Perhaps it is time to go back to the basics in our breeding programs, and, at worst, try not to ignore the importance of soundness. If we neglect soundness, we will simply produce inferior animals. They may look like beautiful Lhasas, but surely we are striving for something beyond that. Well adjusted, healthy dogs should be the norm, not the exception.

What can we do?

Most importantly we must acknowledge that there's room for improvement. Pretty heads really don't make up for unstable temperaments. Luxurious coats don't replace "fiddle fronts" or cow-hocked rears. We need to be honest with ourselves and other breeders if we truly want to improve the Lhasa Apso.

Experienced breeders must take responsibility for teaching novices. Conversely, novices should politely force the old timers to share their wisdom! Instead of spending an inordinate amount of time both ringside and in our publications justifying size and bitos and how long is long, we could concentrate on some of the basics, such as good fronts and rears, balance, level toplines and Lhasas with stable personalities. Longtime, experienced breeders can help the novices learn and can learn from each other through informal hands-on experiences at any show. There is no replacement for "going over" as many dogs as you can get your hands on to understand the variations in the breed. Experienced people have learned to use their eye to evaluate many aspects of the Lhasa, but there are still surprises (both pleasant and not so pleasant) when one actually touches the dogs.

Additionally, the value of watching other breeds is overlooked in this day of "go, show and go". Many exhibitors leave before Best of Breed is selected, and very few stay for the Group. What a shame, for watching other breeds is one of the best ways to learn about your own breed. One needs only to watch a non-hairy sporting dog or a Dalmatian to understand front and rear angulation and to see unobscured movement both coming and going.

Perhaps the local breed clubs can give some thought to methods of ongoing breed education. Several all breed clubs offer facilities for informal seminars for breeds with supported entries or holding Specialties in conjunction with the show. If your local club is involved with any all breed club, you might ask about this possibility. And, of course, an informal hands-on session could easily be accomplished with independently held events as well.

If we're all willing to share and to learn from each other, the greatest benefit will be to our wonderful Lhasa Apsos!
THE WILLY GRANDCHILDREN:
Sire: Ch. Panchen Northwind Hi Spirits  Dam: Ch. Tiblaterr’s Silly Millie (Willie daughter)

GOLDEN TU
HAS AN ATTITUDE
Co-Owner: Janie Brewer

GOLDEN TU
ON THE ROAD
Co-Owner: Cindy Butsick

GOLDEN TU
ON THE GREEN

Golden Tu Lhasa Apsos
Jan & Dean Graunke
4626 Calumet Avenue
Manitowoc, WI 54220
1-800-424-6126

Brooders:
Jan Graunke
Cindy Butsick
Mary Ann Strysick
1992 EDITION of THE JUDGING FORM™

Save Money - Save Time - Improve Your Lhasa’s Win Ratio

The 1992 JUDGING FORM provides in one easy to read and study judging results that can save you time and money in showing your LHASA’s.

Looking For A Major
The Comprehensive index that covers 1100 shows provides at a glance the entries for every show in 1992.

What Judge should I be showing under?
350 Lhasa Judges and how they placed dogs at every show. PLUS the new Judge Ratings and Judge preferences in Lhasa size are included for most Judges.

What has my Lhasa’s competition done in 1992?
Results of how almost every dog that placed in 1992 performed. Who was winning, who was loosing. Every Lhasa that placed in the Group, who was the Judge. Even more who was the Group judge where no Lhasa placed in the Group.

If you are a serious Lhasa exhibitor this is vital information in planning your dog’s 1993 campaign. A service that is designed to allow you to study the Lhasa results from every show in the United States. This compact study is the envy of the show world. Only in Lhasas is this information available.

What our clients tell us.
I saved money by not entering shows that could never be majors. I think your Judge ratings are right on the money. Saved me making a long trip under a Judge that never would have put my dog up. I have a new insight into what is happening in the Lhasa ring in other parts of the country.

Just think ...the price of the 200 page Judging Form is not much more than the cost of a single entry fee. And we offer you one more feature:

When you purchase the 1992 Judging Form we include, FREE a printout of all placements for your dogs (if they appear in any 1992 show) either by your name or your kennel name.

We also offer a Computer version of the 1992 results database, for only $50. The 1993 Judging Form service will be bi-monthly for only $50.00 per year plus the one time cost of $25.00 for the operating system.

The cost of this annual service is $25 plus $2.50 for first class shipping. By check, or credit card.

*** The 1992 annual JUDGING FORM book be available the end of March. ***

Sentinel Consultants Inc., 29 Miller Road, Wayne NJ 07470

Please send me the show results published in THE JUDGING FORM™

Send me results for 1992 by JUDGE......($25 + $ 2.50 postage)
Send me 1992 Results on Computer disk $50 ............
Enroll me as a subscriber for the 1993 Computer service of the Judging Form ............($75.00)

Name

Address

City, State, Zip

Please send me a custom printout for the following:
Name

VISA, Master Charge or AMEX #
SANLO ANNOUNCES

MULTI GROUP WINNING
AM CAN CH HYLAN SHO TRU THUNDERBIRD
IS BACK HOME AND READY TO RECEIVE LADY CALLERS

PEDIGREE AND STUD FEE ON REQUEST

OWNERS
Michael A Santora and Alan J Loso
12525 SW 240th Street
Princeton FL 33032 305-258-2240

We feed Science Diet

New Members

Carolyn Anderson
8917 East 25th Street
Tucson, AZ 85710
602-296-3422

Irmgard Dau
Borgerweg 15
W-2251-Wobbenbull
Germany

Marilyn DeVries
7708 E. 20th Ave.
Anchorage, AK
907-272-2275
Kennel Name: Lazy Mt.

JoAnn Klug
5070 E. Barnes Court
Springfield, MO 6580
417-887-1630
Kennel Name: J-D's Kennels

Barbara Name
Apdo. 521
Torrejon de Ardoz
Madrid, Spain 28850
(91) 885-9736

George A. Soros
132 Demain Court
Morgantown, WV 26505
304-292-1050

Ms. Elin & Mr. Carsten Stage
Hosten Teglvarksveg 80
Babberup
DK-4690 Gaskev Denmark
Int+45 5369 8855
Kennel Name: Tai-Vong Lhasa Apsos

Marilyn Szalay
1560 Golfview
Windsor, Ontario N9J1Y9
519-734-8010
Kennel Name: Zalay

Karen & Noland Tamashino
3033 Oahu Avenue
Honolulu, HI 96822
808-988-4113

Heather Van Idestine-Bateman
111 Baily Road
North Syracuse, NY 13212
315-457-8430

Spelling correction:
Marilyn & Ted Pritchard

Family memberships:
Arthur G. & Judith U. Tacher
Elliott & Sylvia Mallin Nestle

Change to single membership:
Lenore Tucker (omit Melvin)

Reinstall:
Thomas & Catherine Kmiec
P.O. Box 7052
Jupiter, FL 33468-7052

Address change:
Charles Coonradt
39 Elm Street
Lackawanna, NY 14128
Kennel Name: Astra Lhasa Apsos
Multi Group Winning
Am Can Ch Hylan Sho Tru Thunderbird